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Narrative Space 

Stephen Heath 

' It is precise that " events take place " ' Michael Snow 

At a climactic point in Hitchcock's Suspicion, Lina (Joan Fontaine) 
receives a visit from two police inspectors come to inform her of 
the death of a friend in circumstances which cannot but increase 
her fears concerning the probity — the rectitude - of her husband 
Johnnie (Cary Grant). The scene finds its centre in a painting: the 
massive portrait of Lina's father which bears with all its CEdipal 
weight on the whole action of the film — this woman held under the 
eye of the father (the name as crushing as the image: General 
MacKinlaw), sexuality in place as transgression (' Lina will never 
marry, she's not the marrying s o r t . . . Lina has intellect and a fine 
solid character', declares the General early on in the film), as 
radically * impossible ' (leaving her father for Johnnie, Lina is hence-
forth racked by doubt, a suspicion that is irresolvable, for her and 
the film) - and before which she now positions herself to read the 
newspaper report of the friend's death and to gather strength 
enough to face the scrutiny of the law, the look relayed from 
portrait to police and to portrait again (Stills 1 , 2, 3, 4). Thus 
centred, the scene is set out according to that unity so characteris-
tic of classical cinema in its narrative spectacle: the new arrives — 
the visit, the death, the doubt augmented - and the action is con-
tinued, pushed forward, but within a movement of rhyme and 
balance, of sustained coherence: on either side of what Lina is 
here given to see (the insert Stop Press report for which she puts 
on her glasses, catching up one of the basic figures of the film, and 
which we share from her reading, as previously we share the photo 
of Johnnie in the society magazine or his telegram on the eve of 
the Hunt Ball), from the entry of the two inspectors back to their 
departure at the end of the scene, a perfectly .symmetrical pattern-
ing builds UP and.pieces together,the„space_ in which the action 
can take olace, the space which is itself part of that action in its 



economy, its intelligibility, its own legality. 
Consider simply in this respect, across the scene, the shots at 

the start and close of the visit (Still 5, 6). The coherence is clear -
the end comes round to the beginning, one shot echoing the other 
in the resolution of rhyme - at the same time that the distance 
travelled forward in the scene is registered, space redefined in the 
light of the dramatisation effected — alone, diminished by the high 
angle, Lina is helplessly entangled in the network of shadows, 
enmeshed in the spider's web of her doubt (the image is common 
in critical discussions of the film). Moreover, the first shot itself is 
immediately and dramatically exhaustible in its situation in the 
film: the maid, Ethel, announces the visitors and functions globally 
as a comic turn - ' Oh! Mr Aysgarth! What will my young man 
think! ' - in what is, after all, a Hollywood version of England in 
the 1930 's ; the dog, another turn, is an impetuous present from 
Johnnie to Lina; the house is an example of Johnnie's profuse 
irresponsibility (' Johnnie, you're a b a b y ' , comments Lina, dumb-
founded, when he shows her the house after the honeymoon). 
Everything is placed; there is nothing out of line. And yet, some-
thing does jar, already, in this first shot. The composition is fault-
less, the framing describes the theatricality of the inspectors' entry 
(the ring at the door, the interruption, the unknown), \vith the 
columns, steps and walls providing a stage effect, the characters 
are centred, perspective is sharp: the image is in every sense clearly 
directed. But not quite. Out of the action, breaking the clarity of 
direction, obstinately turned away, one of the inspectors is pulling 
to the left, gazing abruptly at something hidden from us, without 
reason in this scene. 

If a painting stands straight at the centre of the scene, the look 
that holds Lina's reception of the news, that organises the scene 
itself, it goes askew at the edges of the beginning and end, instants 
indeed of another painting. What occupies Benson, the gazing 
inspector, lost in a kind of fascinated panic, is precisely this other 
painting, hung on the side wall behind the column by the front 
door and with a little - repeated - scene of its own within the 
larger scene in which it is somehow included (Stills 7, 8, 9, 1 0 and 
1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 ) . At the beginning, just after Lina asks the maid to show 
the inspectors in, there is a shot of the latter still waiting by the 
front door but from an angle that now reveals the post-cubist, 
Picasso-like painting1 that is the object of Benson's gaze (Still 7); 
the next shot cuts in closer to give the painting in detail while 
Benson cranes forward to see it (Still 8), a brief piano phrase 
totally different to the expressive orchestrations elsewhere dominant 
emerging on the sound track; cut back to the angle and distance of 
the previous shot as the maid comes to take the inspectors in to 

1. Cf Picasso's 'Nature moite au pichet, bol et fruit' 1931 (Picasso 
Collection). 



her mistress, Benson turning round with a look of shock on his 
face (Still 9) and then back to the painting again before following 
the maid and his colleague, continuing nevertheless to throw back-
ward glances at the painting (Still 10). Similarly at the end of the 
scene: Lina accompanies the inspectors to the door and, while she 
and the other inspector, Hodgson, are exchanging a few- words, 
Benson once more pulls to the very edge of the frame, towards 
the disconcerting painting (Still 1 1 ) ; cut to a shot of him craning, 
with the brief piano phrase, exactly parallel to the one at the 
beginning (Still 12 , cf Still 8); cut back to the medium three-shot, 
Benson totally disframed, Hodgson having literally to order him 
back into the scene, into the action (Still 13). 

The play here is complex: this other painting has no reason, 
is ' useless " (isolated, without resonance over the film, marked off 
by the piano phrase and by the fact of its link with Benson who 
remains more or less apart in the main substance of the scene, out 
of frame and with only one line of any significance), beyond the 
limits of the film; and yet it arrives in the film, set into the rhyming 
balance of the scene, serving to demonstrate the rectitude of the 
portrait, the true painting at the centre of the scene, utterly in 
frame in the film's action. A ' Hitchcock joke '? Perhaps. But a joke 
that tells in a film that hesitates so finely in its enclosure of space, 
the terms of its points of view. Organised from Lina's point of 
view (in so far as we have the scenes that she has with respect to 
her husband, never seeing him separately in a way that might 
decide the sense of his actions, break the doubt) but under the 
inspection of an eye (the portrait its mirror) that gives the theatre 
of the suspicion, the setting of Lina's career, the film as story is 
easy in its ambiguity: no matter if Johnnie is crooked or not, the 
picture - from portrait to film - is straight, receivable, readable, 
psychologically and dramatically; Lina's character, her doubt, our 
experience of that are in place and it is this place that is important, 
that is the -film's reason. Hence, however, a problem of ending 
(it is contingently interesting in this connection that Hitchcock 
had an alternative ending, that an attempt was made by cutting 
to produce a version that would eliminate any equivocation as to 
Cary Grant-as-Johnnie's honesty, that there were difficulties). Lina 
and Johnnie struggle in the car, Johnnie explains, Lina's doubt is 
resolved, the car U-turns to take them back together. The unity 
of the place - containing transgression and sexuality and doubt 
and guilt, the whole family romance - splits, the perspective now 
lost, the picture of ambiguity broken, in the absolute-since-here-
arbitrary ' banality' of the enforced happy ending (the constraint 
of ' Cary Grant') which brings back, as its contradiction, the 
memory of the ' original' struggle outside the church when, in an 
abrupt moment of violence, Lina is suddenly somewhere else, 
fighting oil Johnnie in the distance of a shot and a space (a wind-
swept empty wasteland in the middle of an English village hitherto 



and thereafter presented with all the cosy sporting bucolicness one 
might expect) that is never finally recaptured in - for - the film, 
remains left over within it, a kind of missing spectacle. Benson's 
painting too - ' his ' in so far as it catches him out in his gaze -
has its effect as missing spectacle: problem of point of view, 
different framing, disturbance of the law and its inspectoring eye, 
interruption of the homogeneity of the narrative economy, it is 
somewhere else again, another scene, another story, another space. 



Snow's stress: events take place. What, then is this ' taking piace " 
in film? Suspicion suggests _ such a question, its action so tightly 
dependent on the construction and holding of place, its references 
to painting in the course of that construction and holding, its 
points of joke or difficulty, excess or otherness. A question that is 
today posed with insistence, practically and critically, in film-
making and film theory. Annette Michelson, for instance, describing 
the achievement of the work of Snow himself, writes that he ' has 
redefined filmic space as that of action ', has refound ' the tension 
of narrative * in ' the tracing of spatio-temporal donnees '.2 Snow's 
example, which is indeed crucial in this respect, can serve here as 

2. 'Toward Snow', Artforum June 1971, p 32; reprinted in Structural 
Film Anthology ed Peter Gidal, London 1976, p 41. 



a simple reminder of the importance of a whole number of differing 
explorations in independent cinema of space and time, narrative 
and place. Equally, attention has been directed in film theory to 
' spatial and temporal articulations ', to ' kinds of space ' and their 
narrative determinations or disruptions. The basic text of such an 
attention is Noel Burch's Theory of Film Practice3 and something 
of its implications - its positions - can be seen in the work on Ozu 
Yasujiro by Edward Branigan, David Bordwell and Kristin Thomp-
son published in the last issue of Screen; work which hinges on 
the demonstration of a certain ' foregrounding' of space in Ozu's 
films and on the argument that this foregrounding confirms Ozu 
as a 'modernis t ' film-maker: ' t h e modernity of Ozu's work 
involves the use of specific spatial devices which challenge the 
supremacy of narrative causality ' ; ' space, constructed alongside 
and sometimes against the cause/effect sequence, becomes " fore-
grounded " to a degree that renders it at times the primary struc-
tural level of the film'; ' it is this foregrounding of the spatial 
code in Ozu's films that justifies us in classifying Ozu as a 
" modernist " film-maker ';4 work which in its example in the field 
of theory again underlines the insistent actuality of the question 
of space in film and the ' taking place ' of events. 

If that same question were posed to the start of cinema's.history, 
the answer would come easily enough, without problem: the space 
of film is the space of reality, film's ambition and triumph is ' to 
reproduce l i f e ' (Louis Lumiere); 'nature caught in the a c t ' , as a 
spectator put it after one of the first Cinematographe showings in 
the Grand Cafe, while another extolled the finding at last of the 
' universal language ', '. la langue universelle est trouvfie! \ 5 As its 
source and authority (its very ' author') , the universal language 
has no less than the universe itself, the world embraced by the eye 
of the camera and delivered over on screen, the world in views 
(films are listed as vues in early French catalogues). The long shot 
is there in classical narrative cinema as it subsequently develops 
as the constant figure of this embracing and authoritative vision, 
providing the conventional close to a film, the final word of its 
reality. 

That reality, the match of film and world, is a matter of repre-
sentation, and representation is in turn a matter of discourse, of 
the organisation of the images, the definition of the ' views ', their 
construction. It is the discursive operations that decide the work 

3. Theory of Film Practice, London 1973; first published in French as 
Praxis du cinema, Paris 1969. 

4. Kristin Thompson and David Bordwell: 'Space and Narrative in 
the Films of Ozu Screen v 17 n 2, Summer, 1976, pp 42, 45; Edward 
Branigan: ' The Space" of Equinox Flower', ibid, p 104. 

5. Cf G Sadoul: Histoire generate du cinema (revised edition) Vol I, 
Paris 1963, pp 288, 290. 



of a film and ultimately determine the scope of the analogical 
incidence of the images; in this sense at least, film is a series of 
languages, a history of codes. The universalist temptation, of course, 
is exactly the grounding in analogy: film works with photographs 
and, in the technological, economic and ideological conjuncture of 
the birth and exploitation of cinema, the photograph is given as 
the very standard of the reproduction of the real (' photographic 
realism'). Scientifically, the addition of movement to the photo-
graph to give a picture of life as we see it in the hustle and bustle 
of the arrival of the train at La Ciotat could be regarded as with-
out interest; illusion is not analysis: Marey, the chronophoto-
grapher, has no time for the cinema in the development of which 
he nevertheless plays a part. Ideologically, the addition of move-
ment (as later the addition of sound to the moving picture) is the 
possibility of the investment of the photograph as currency of 
the real in systems of representation that can engage that reality 
and the guarantee of its vision in a constant - industrial - pro-
duction of meanings and entertainment within the terms of those 
meanings. 

Meaning, entertainment, vision: film produced as the realisation 
of a coherent and positioned space, and as that realisation in 
movement, positioning, cohering, binding in. The passage from 
views to the process of vision is essentially that of the coding of 
relations of mobility and continuity. Early film space tends simply 
to the tableauesque, the set of fixed-camera frontal scenes linked 
as a story (' The Original Comedy Chase / The Most Familiar and 
Laughable Incident in the Whole List of Childhood Tales / Shown 
in Eight Snappy Scenes ').6 Evidently, the tableau has its structure 
of representation but that structure misses the subject in the very 
moment of the movement it now offers: the spectator is placed in 
respect of the scene but the movement is potentially and per-
petually excessive. To link scenes as story is not yet to contain that 
excess in the achievement of a homogeneously continuous space, 
the spectator cut in as subject precisely to 'a process of vision, a 
positioning and positioned movement. It is here that we touch on 
the history of cinema in its development of codes and systems: 
beneath that, on the fact of cinema as order of space and time: 
' film is not a sum of images but a temporal form '; * movement is 
not just perceived in itself but localised in space . . . the spectator 
is not just responsive to what is moving but also to what stays in 
place and the perception of movement supposes fixed frames \ 7 

6. American Mutoscope and Biograph Company Bulletin account of 
Tom, Tom, The Piper's Son, made in 1905; Kemp R Niver: The 
First Twenty Years: A Segment of Film History (ed B Bergsten), 
Los Angeles 1968, p 88. 

7. M Merleau-Ponty": ' Le cinema et la nouvelle psychologie' in Sens 
et non-sens, Paris 1948, p l lO; P Francastel: 'Espace et illusion', 
Revue Internationale de Filmologie II-5, 1948, p66. 



Such phenomenological descriptions insist on the interlocking 75 
spatio-temporality of film and suggest in their turn something of 
the general area of the problems of film in this connection, those 
problems that are currently arid rightly important. Bearing in mind 
the particular points of the emergence of that current importance, 
the aim in what follows will be to provide a descriptive- and 
theoretical context for understanding the debate and to indicate, 
in so doing, certain critical conclusions with regard to film as 
' narrative space ' . 

Photography and cinema share the camera. Photography is a mode 
of projecting and fixing solids on a plane surface, of producing 
images; cinema uses the images produced by photography to repro-
duce movement, the motion of the How of the images playing on 
various optical phenomena (<p-effect, retinal persistence) to create 
the illusion of a single movement in the images, an image of 
movement. Phenomenologically, the result is characterised as 
' neither absolutely two-dimensional nor absolutely three-dimen-
sional, but something between \ 8 The ' something between ' is the 
habitual response to the famous ' impression of real ity ' in cinema 
and it is this impression, this reality that are of concern here in 
their implications for a consideration of space in film. 

Stress has been laid in recent work on the situation of cinema 
in terms of a development of codes of figuration inherited from 
the Quattrocento, notably codes of perspective. The focus of 
attention thus defined is, exactly, the camera: ' a camera productive 
of a perspective code directly constructed on the model of the 
scientific perspective of the Quattrocento ' (Marcelin Pleynet);9 the 
stress, in other words, is on the camera as machine for the repro-
duction of objects (of solids) in the form of images realised accord-
ing to the laws of the rectilinear propagation of light rays, which 
laws constitute the perspective effect. In this connection, there are 
already a number of remarks and clarifications to be made, remarks 
that will bear on Quattrocento perspective, the photograph and 
cinema, and in that order. 

The perspective system introduced in the early years of the 
fifteenth century in Italy (developing above all from Florence) is 
that of central projection: ' It is the art of depicting three-
dimensional objects upon a plane surface in such a manner that 
the picture may affect the eye of an observer in the same way as 

8. R Arnheim: Film as Art (Faber paperback edition), London 1969, 
p 20. 

9. Cf M Pleynet: 'Entretien' (with Gerard Leblanc), Cinethique 3, 
1969. 



the natural objects themselves. . . . A perfectly deceptive illusion 
can be obtained only on two conditions: (a) the spectator shall 
use only one eye, (b) this eye has to be placed in the central point 
of perspective (or, at least, quite near to this point) \ 1 0 The com-
ponent elements of that account should be noted: the possible 
exact match for the eye of picture and object, the deceptive 
illusion; the centre of the illusion, the eye in place. What is funda-
mental is the idea of the spectator at a window, an ' aperta 
finestra ' that gives a view on the world - framed, centred, har-
monious (the ' istoria '). Alberti, in his treatise Delia Pittura written 
circa 1 4 3 5 , talks of the picture plane as of a pane of glass on 
which the world in view can be traced: ' Painters should only seek 
to present the form of things seen on this plane as if it were of 
transparent glass. Thus the visual pyramid could pass through it, 
placed at a definite distance with definite lights and a definite posi-
tion of centre in space and a definite place in respect to the 
observer.' 1 1 The cost of such fixed centrality is the marginal dis-
tortion which ensues when the observer's eye is not correctly in 
position in the centre of the perspective projection but pulls to the 
edge (like Benson's gaze in Suspicion, which then receives the 
shock of another - confusing - painting). Anamorphosis is the 
recognition and exploitation of the possibilities of this distortion; 
playing between ' appearance ' and ' real ity ' , it situates the centre 
of the projection of the painting (or of a single element, as in 
Holbein's ' The Ambassadors ' in the National Gallery) obliquely 
to the side, the sense of the painting - its representation — only 
falling into place (exactly) once the position has been found. 
Galileo abhorred these perversions of the ' normal ' view into a 
turmoil of lines and colours (' una confusa e inordinata mescolanza 
di linee e di colori ' ) 1 2 but, developed in the course of the sixteenth 
century and particularly appreciated in the following two centuries, 
they can be seen as a constant triumph of central perspective, a 
kind of playful liberation from its constraints that remains never-
theless entirely dependent on its system, a ceaseless confirmation 
of the importance of centre and position. What must be more 
crucially emphasised is that, the ideal of a steady position, of a 
unique embracing centre, to which Galileo refers and to which 
anamorphosis pays its peculiar homage, is precisely that: a 
powerful ideal. To say this is not simply to acknowledge that the 
practice of painting from the Quattrocento on is far from a strict 
adherence to the perspective system but demonstrates a whole 
variety of ' accommodations ' (in certain paintings, for example, 
buildings will be drawn with one centre according to central 

10. G Ten Doesschate: Perspective: Fundamentals, Controversials, 
History. The Hague"1954, pp 6-7. 

11. On Painting ed J R Spencer, New Haven & London 1956, p51. 
12. Opere ed A Favaro, Florence 1890-1909, IX p 129. 



perspective while a separate centre will then be chosen for each 
human figure); it is also to suggest that there is a real utopianism 
at work, the construction of a code - in every sense a vision — 
projected onto a reality to be gained in all its hoped-for clarity 
much more than onto some naturally given reality; a suggestion 
that merely repeats the conclusions of Francastel in his study of 
the birth of Quattrocento space: ' It was a question for a society 
in process of total transformation of a space in accordance with 
its actions and its dreams. . . . It is men who create the space in 
which they move and express themselves. Spaces are born and die 
like societies; they live, they have a history. In the fifteenth century, 
the human societies of Western Europe organised, in the material 
and intellectual senses of the term, a space completely different 
from that of the preceding generations; with their technical 
superiority, they progressively imposed that space over the 
planet.' 13 For five centuries men and women exist at ease in that 
space; the Quattrocento system provides a practical representation 
of the world which in time appears so natural as to offer its real 
representation, the immediate translation of reality in itself. 

The conception of the Quattrocento system is that of a sceno-
graphic space, space set out as spectacle for the eye of a spectator. 
Eye and knowledge come together; subject, object and the .distance 
of the steady observation that allows the one to master the other; 
the scene with its strength of geometry and optics. Of that pro-
jected Utopia, the camera is the culminating realisation (the camera 
obscura, described by Giambattista della Porta in 1589 in a treatise 
on optics, commands attention in the wake of the spread of the 
Quattrocento system); the images it furnishes become, precisely, 
the currency of that vision, that space: ' Strong as the mathe-
matical convention of perspective had become in picture making 
before the pervasion of photography, that event definitely clamped 
it on our vision and our beliefs about " r e a l " shapes, etc. The 
public has come to believe that geometrical perspective, so long 
as it does not involve unfamiliar points of view, is *' true " , just 
as a long time ago it believed that the old geometry of Euclid was 
" the truth " ' ; ' Every day we' see photographs which are central 
perspective images. If another system were applied to the art of 
painting one could believe that one was living in a bilingual 
country.' 14 In so far as it is grounded in the photograph, cinema 
will contribute to the circulation of this currency, will bring with 
it monocular perspective, the positioning of the spectator-subject 
in an identification with the camera as the point of a sure and 
centrally embracing view (Metz draws further conclusions from 

13. Etudes de sociologie de I'art, Paris 1970, pp 136-7. 
14. W M Ivins: Art and Geometry, New York 1964, p 108; G Ten 

Doesschate, op cit, p 157. 



this identification in his essay ' The Imaginary Signifier ') . 1 5 

' Our field of vision is full of solid objects but our eye (like the 
camera) sees this field from only one station point at a given 
moment. . : . ' 1 0 The comparison of eye and camera in the interests 
of showing their similarity has come to seem irresistible: our eye 
like the camera, with its stationary point, its lens, its surface on 
which the image is captured, and so on. In fact, of course, any 
modern scientific description of the eye will go on to indicate the 
limits of the comparison. Our eye is never seized by some static 
spectacle, is never some motionless recorder; not only is our vision 
anyway binocular, but one eye alone sees in time: constant scan-
ning movement to bring the different parts of whatever is observed 
to the fovea, movements necessary in order that the receptive cells 
produce fresh neuro-electric impulses, immediate activity of memory 
inasmuch as there is no brute vision to be isolated from the visual 
experience of the individual inevitably engaged in a specific socio-
historical situation. In a real sense, the ideological force of the 
photograph has been to ' ignore ' this in its presentation as a 
coherent image of vision, an image that then carries over into 
a suggestion of the world as a kind of sum total of possible photo-
graphs, a spectacle to be recorded in its essence in an instantaneous 
objectification for the eye (it would be worth considering the 
ideological , determinations and resonances of the development and 
commercialisation of polaroid photography); a world, that is, con-
ceived outside of process and practice, empirical scene of the 
confirmed and central master-spectator, serenely ' present ' in 
tranquil rectilinearity (a curvilinear perspective, for which argu-
ments of ' optical realism ' can be adduced if need be, comfortably 
rejected as out of true, as ' wrong '). 

Cinema is involved with photograph and camera, its principal 
matter of expression that of moving photographic images (' prin-
cipal ' as we know it in its history), its prime achievement that of 
the creation of the ' impression of real i ty ' - ' neither absolutely 
two-dimensional nor absolutely three-dimensional, but something 
between' . The latter description reads in many ways like an 
account of the effect of depth of field which gives very much the 
possibility of a cued construction of space in accordance with the 
Quattrocento system. Yet cinema can also use in one and the same 
film quite other projections (lenses with long focal length, for 
example), projections which approximate more or less, but 
differently, to the perspective model; simply, angles and distances 
change, the centre shifts its points. It may well be that classically 
cinema acquires ' the mobility of the e y e ' while preserving the 
contained and delimited visual field on which ' correct ' perspectives 
depend, but the mobility is nevertheless difficult: movement of 

15. Screen v 16 n 2, Summer 1975, pp 52-4. 
16. R Arnheim, op cit, p 18. 



figures ' in ' film, camera movement, movement from shot to shot; 
the first gives at once a means of creating perspective (the move-
ments of the figures in a shot can ' bring out * the space, show 
relative positions, suggest depth) and a problem of ' composition ' 
(film is said to destroy the ' ordinary l a w s ' of pictorial organisa-
tion because of its moving figures which capture attention against 
all else); the second equally produces problems of composition and, 
though often motivated in the manuals by some extension of the 
eye-camera comparison (the camera executes the same movements 
as the head: horizontal panning is turning the head, etc), is strictly 
regulated in the interests of the maintenance of scenographic 
space (the version of space, indeed, which determines the justify-
ing comparison); the third, again apt to receive the comparative 
motivation (' In so far as the film is photographic and reproduces 
movement, it can give us a life-like semblance of what we see; in 
so far as it employs editing, it can exactly reproduce the manner 
in which we normally see i t ' ) , " effectively indicates the filmic 
nature of film space, film as constantly the construction of a space 
(thus Branigan will conclude t h a t ' that space exists only at twenty-
four frames per second '). 18 The ideal of space remains that of 
photographic vision which brings with it the concern to sustain 
the camera as eye; in the sense of the detached, untroubled eye 
discussed earlier, an eye free from the body, outside process, purely 
looking (no matter, finally, if the falsity of the eye-camera compari-
son be admitted since it can be retrieved with a confirming twist: 
the eye in cinema is the perfect eye, the steady and ubiquitous 
control of the scene passed from director to spectator by virtue 
of the cinematic apparatus: '.The director's aim is to give an ideal 
picture of the scene, in each case placing his camera in such a 
position that it records most effectively the particular piece of 
action or detail which is dramatically significant. He becomes, as 
it were, a ubiquitous observer, giving the audience at each moment 
of the action the best possible view-point.'). 19 The ideal, however, 
is a construction, the mobility acquired is still not easy, the shift-
ing centre needs to be settled along the film in its making scenes, 
its taking place; space will be difficult. 

To put it another way: mobility is exactly what is possible in 
film, complicit - the possibility of holding film within a certain 
vision, thereby ' perfected' — and radical - the possibility of film 
disturbing that vision, with which nonetheless it is immediately 
involved, historically, industrially, ideologically. Cinema is not 
simply and specifically ideological" in i t se l f ' : but J t . i s . developed 
in the context ol concrete and specific ideological determinations 

17. E Lindgren: The Art of the Film, London 1948, p54. 
18. Opcit, pl04-
19. K Reisz and G Millar: The Technique of Film Editing (second 

enlarged edition), London and New York 1968, p215. 



which, inform-as-wel l~the_ltechnical l . .as_the_lcommertial_\ or 
' artisucj^ sides of that development. For Marey, cinema did nothing 
' to rid the eye of any of its illusions ' since set up precisely to 
play on the illusions of a conventional vision, to ' reproduce l i f e ' 
as Lumiere put it; for Vertov, cinema could be made to challenge 
that vision by constructions of dissociations in time and. space 
that would produce the contradictions of the alignment of camera-
eye and human-eye in order to displace the subject-eye of the 
social-historical individual into an operative - transforming -
relation to reality. Film is dominantly articulated in the interests 
of the ' theatrical c inema' Vertov sought to shatter, the world 
of the scene and the stasis of its relations of vision, but Brecht, 
and Benjamin with him, will see in the very fact of the succession 
of film images a certain contradiction to be exploited against that 
theatre, for a different vision, a different space. In its develop-
ments and possibilities, its constraints and disruptions, it is the 
whole question of space in film that must how be examined further. 

The examination of space in film may be divided for the moment 
into two: the examination of space ' in frame of the space deter-
mined by the frame, held within its limits; the examination of 
space ' out of f r a m e t h e space beyond the limits of the frame, 
there in its absence and given back, as it were, in the editing of 
shot with shot or in camera movement with its reframings. The 
division can be maintained long enough to allow an order for the 
remarks that follow, remarks which will finally suggest more clearly 
its inadequacy. 

Screen, frame: Notions of screen and frame are fundamental 
in the elaboration of the perspective system. Leonardo da Vinci 
writes: ' Perspective is nothing else than seeing a place (or objects) 
behind a pane of glass, quite transparent, on the surface of which 
the objects behind that glass are drawn. These can be traced in 
pyramids to the point in the eye, and these pyramids are inter-
sected on the glass pane.'20 The pane is at once a frame, the frame 
of a window, and a screen, the area of projection on which what 
is seen can be traced and fixed; from the Quattrocento on, the 

20. The Literary Works of Leonardo da Vinci, ed J P Richter, London 
1939, Vol I, p 150. The figure is Leonardo's own, ibid. 



' pane ' delimits and holds a view, the painter's canvas a screen 
situated between eye and object, point of interception of the light 
rays (see figure). It is worth noting, indeed, in Renaissance (and 
post-Renaissance) painting the powerful attraction of the window 
as theme, the fascination with the rectangle of tamed light, the 
luminously defined space of vision. In Ghirlandajo's ' Vecchio e 
bambino ' (Louvre, Paris), Titian's ' Isabel di Portogallo' (Prado, 
Madrid) or Diirer's ' Selbstbildnis ' (Prado), for example, a window 
opens to the right, behind the figure portrayed, onto the perspective 
of a distant horizon; the figure placed almost as by a cinema 
screen, the sudden illumination of another view, a frame of light 
to which we are invited to attend. More important, however, is 
to grasp the very idea of the frame as fully historical in the develop-
ments it is given. Before the fifteenth century, frames hardly exist, 
other than as the specific architectural setting that is to be 
decorated (wall, altarpiece, or whatever); it is during that century 
that frames begin to have an independent reality, this concomitant 
with the growth of the notion itself of ' a painting' (the first 
instance of the use of the word ' frame ' in an artistic sense 
recorded by the Oxford English Dictionary is ci6oo). The new 
frame is symmetrical (the centred rectangle, clearly ' composable ') 
and inevitable (the Quattrocento system cannot be realised with-
out it, it becomes a reflex of ' natural' composition). Significantly, 
it brings with it the easel (first recorded instance C1634 - ' a frame 
or easel called by artists '), ' significantly' because the easel is 
precisely dependent on the idea of ' a painting' as single, central 
view. The painter stands as spectator in front of his easel (in this 
history it is men who are the professionals of painting, the authori-
tative gaze), capturing on the canvas screen the scene behind onto 
which it gives and which it sets as such; no longer englobed in 
the area of the painting (dome or arch or ceiling), the painter is 
definitely upright, an eye on the world, an eye that stations itself, 
with the easel carried from place to place, much like a tripod. 
Easel painting, that is, established along with perspective system 
and camera obscura (the latter itself rapidly becomes a portable 
apparatus for the mobile painter), is a step in the direction of the 
camera, a camera that will provide screen and frame and the image 
reflected, fixed, painted with light: a camera that will culminate 
this whole vision. 

' Frame * describes the material unit of film (' the single trans-
parent photograph in a series of such photographs printed on a 
length of cinematographic film', ' twenty-four frames a second') 
and, equally, the film image in its setting, the delimitation of the 
image on screen (in Arnheim's Film as Art, for example, ' f rame ' 
and ' delimitation' are assumed as synonymous). Framing, deter-
mining and laying out the frame, is quickly seen as a fundamental 
cinematic act, the moment of the very ' Tightness' of the image: 
' framing, that is to say, bringing the image to the place it must 



82 o c c u p y a definition taken from a manual for teachers written 
in the 1920's . 2 1 Quickly too, and in consequence, it becomes the 
object of an aesthetic attention concerned to pose decisively the 
problems of the composition of the frame, of what Eisenstein calls 
' mise en cadre '. 

' There it is, our 1 .33 to 1 rectangle, it will tolerate precious 
little tampering with at a l l ' (Hollis Frampton).22 The compositional 
rectangle is there, carried through into cinema; space is structured 
within its frame, areas are assigned position in relation to its 
edges. In a sense, moreover, the constraint of the rectangle is even 
greater in cinema than in painting: in the latter, its proportions 
are relatively free; in the former, they are limited to a standard 
aspect ratio (Frampton's 1 . 33 to 1 rectangle, the aptly named 
' academy f rame') or, as now, to a very small number of ratios,23 

with techniques such as masking the sides of the frame to change 
the size of the rectangle in general disfavour. Hence the rectangle 
must be mastered - ' Maitriser le rectangle ', the title of one of the 
key sections in a modern manual for young people. Hence the 
rules for mastery, rules which come straight from the Quattrocento 
system, its balanced vision and the composition of the clarity thus 
decided; so, from the same modern manual: ' To consider the 
rectangle as a surface crossed by lines of force . . . and with strong 
points (the points of intersection of those lines) is to guarantee it 
a solid base structure and to refuse the notion of it as a sort of 
visual hold-all ' ; ' I f , therefore, we have to place an actor in this 
rectangle, one of the best places will be that which follows one 
of the lines of force in question. And the face, " strong p o i n t " of 
the human person, will be placed at one of the strong points of the 
rectangle' ; ' A second character will naturally be placed at one of 
the strong points . . . ' ; ' Let us quickly note when we come to 
" landscapes " how inharmonious is a division of the surface which 
does not correspond to the famous " third " and how placing the 
horizon midway in the frame is only apparently logical.'24 In 
cinema, however, these rules also have their ' excess ', there is 

21. E Reboul: Le Cinema scolaire et educateur, Paris 1926. 
22. Interview, Afterimage 4, Autumn 1972, p65. 
23. Frampton writes elsewhere: 'The film frame is a rectangle, rather 

anonymous in its proportions, that has been fiddled with recently 
in the interest of publicising, so far as I can see, nothing much more 
interesting than the notion of an unbroken and boundless horizon. 
The wide screen glorifies, it would seem, frontiers long gone: the 
landscapes of the American corn-flats and the Soviet steppes; it is 
accommodating to the human body only when that body is lying in 
state. Eisenstein once proposed that the frame be condensed into 
a " dynamic" square, which is as close to a circle as a rectangle 
can get, but his arguments failed to prosper.' ' The Withering Away 
of the State of Art', Artforum December 1974, p53. 

24. Apprendre le cinema, special number of Image et Son, 194 bis, 
• May 1966 (Paris), pp 119, 121. 



always a further court of appeal - life itself, the very aim of 
cinema: ' But cinema is life, is movement. The cinfiaste must not 
fall into the traps of a plastic aesthetic. Failure to remember the 
rules of framing will often bring agreeable surprises, for i t is not 
without truth that the world is already, in itself, harmonious.'25 

If life enters cinema as movement, that movement brings with 
it nevertheless its problems of composition in frame, as was men-
tioned earlier in the discussion of perspective. In fact, composition 
will organise the frame in function of the human figures in their 
actions; what enters cinema is a logic of movement and it is this 
logic that centres the frame. Frame space, in other words, is con-
structed as narrative space. It is narrative significance that at any 
moment sets the space of the frame to be followed and ' read ' , 
and that determines the development of the filmic cues in their 
contributions to the definition of space in frame (focus pull, for 
example, or back-lighting). Narrative contains the mobility that 
could threaten the clarity of vision in a constant renewal of per-
spective; space becomes place - narrative as the taking place of 
film - in a movement which is no more than the fulfilment of the 
Renaissance impetus, an impetus that a De Kooning can describe 
as follows: * It was up to the artist to measure out the exact space 
for a person to die in or to be dead already. The exactness of the 
space was determined or, rather, inspired by whatever reason the 
person was dying or being killed for. The space thus measured 
out on the original plane of the canvas surface became a " place " 
somewhere on the floor.'26 What is crucial is the conversion of seen 
into scene, the absolute holding of signifier on signified: the frame, 
composed, centred, narrated, is the point of that conversion. 

Cinema as ' life in its truth as scene the frame as the instance 
of such a vision. Metz talks here of the regime ' of the primal 
scene and the keyhole ' : ' the rectangular screen permits every 
type of fetishism, all the effects of " just-before " , since it places 
at exactly the height it wants the sharp vibrant bar which stops 
the seen. . . . '2 7 The fascination of the scene is there, and from 
the beginnings of cinema with its tableaux, its dramatic masks 
(including the keyhole-shaped matte; as in A Search for Evidence, 

25. Ibid, p 123. 
26. Quoted by Rosalind Krauss in ' A View of M o d e r n i s m A r t f o r u m 

September 1972, p50; Krauss comments: 'Perspective is the visual 
correlate of causality that one thing follows the next in space 
according to rule . . . perspective space carried with it the meaning 
of narrative: a succession of events leading up to and away from 
this moment; and within that temporal succession - given as a 
spatial analogue - was secreted the " meaning " of both that space 
and those events.' 

27. Christian Metz: 'Histoire/discours' in Langue, discours, societe ed 
j Kristeva, J-C Milner, N Ruwet, Paris 1975, p 304 (translated in 
Edinburgh Magazine n 1, 1976). 



AM&B 1903), its occasional thematic directnesses (in Gay Shoe 
Clerk, Edison Co 1903, which involves a flirtatious shoe clerk, an 
attractive young lady and her chaperone armed with an umbrella, 
a cut in close-up shows the young lady's ankle with the clerk's 
hand gripping her foot into the shoe);28 the fetishism is there, with 
the edge, the limit, the setting, the careful place, and from.Alberti 
on - witness that whole series of machines and devices for the pro-
duction of a certain distance of image, a sure illusion of scrutiny. 
Simply, the ' just-before ' in film is spatially moving, the itinerary of 
a fixity perpetually gained, and the frame stands - acts - in relation 
to that. 

As for the screen, it receives and gives the frame, its flatness 
halts the image and lays the base of that triangle for which the 
spectator's eye provides the apex. Doubtless there is a sheer 
pleasure for the position of the eye in the very fact of the projection 
of the frames onto and from the screen, in their ' hitting the 
screen ' ; 2 9 a space is established with no ' behind ' (it is important 
that the Lumiere brothers should set the screen as they do in the 
Grand Cafe and not with the audience on either side of a trans-
lucent screen, that cinema architecture should take its forms in 
consequence, that there should be no feeling of machinery to the 
side of or beyond the screen, that the screen should be one of 
the most stable elements in cinema's history), a pure expanse 
that can be invested with depth. The screen, that is, is at once 
ground, the surface that supports the projected images, and back-
ground, its surface caught up in the cone of light to give the frame 
of the image. Ground and background are one in the alignment 
of frame and screen, the ' in frame on screen' that is the basis 
of the spatial articulations a film will make, the start of its 
composition.30 

28. A still from the shot can be found in Niver, op cit, p 36. 
29. ' There must be a lot of essential pleasure just in the films when 

they hit the screen - I heard this expression yesterday, " to hit the 
screen ", that's fantastic in English. Hit the screen - this is really 
what the frames do. The projected frames hit the screen.' Peter 
Kubelka, Interview (witli Jonas Mekas), Structural Film Anthology, 
p 102. 

30. For detailed consideration of the ideological weight of screen and 
frame, see my ' On screen, in frame: film and ideo logyQuar ter l y 
Review of Film Studies, Autumn 1976. It can be noted that much 
independent film work has been concerned to experience disloca-
tions of screen and frame; Sharits, for example, writes: ' When a 
film " loses its loop " it allows us to see a blurred strip of jerking 
frames; this is quite natural and quite compelling subject material. 
When this non-framed condition is intentionally induced, a pro-
cedure I am currently exploring, it could be thought of as "anti-
framing ".'' Words per page ', Afterimage 4, Autumn 1972, p40. For 
an attempt by a film-maker to provide a theoretical formulation of 
such dislocation using the notion of a ' second screen' (in fact, the 
frame on screen in a narrative coherence of ground/background) 



Psychoanalysis, it may be briefly added, has come to stress the 
dream as itself projected on a screen: the dream screen, blank 
surface present in dreams though mostly ' unseen', covered over 
by the manifest content of the projected dream; a screen that 
represents the breast (infinitely extensive centre of the baby's 
visual space) and then also sleep (the desire for sleep) as* an 
original ground of pleasure ' before ' difference, ' before ' identity, 
' be fore ' symbolisation.31 In cinema, the images pass (twenty-
four per second), the screen remains; covered but there, specified -
the images of this or that film - but the same - the satisfying 
projection of a basic oneness. The force of this relation, however, 
must be understood: it is the passing of the images that produces 
the constancy of the screen; without those images the screen is 
' empty ' , with them it is an impression, a surface-ground that the 
film and the spectator find as the frames hit the screen, that they 
find intact, safely in the background (revealing and disturbing 
moment when a character in a film throws something, as is said, 
' at the screen ').32 

Movement, transitions: From the very first, as though of right, 
human figures enter film, spilling out of the train, leaving the 
factory or the photographic congress, moving - this is the -movies, 
these are moving pictures. The figures move in the frame, they 
come and go, and there is then need to change the frame, reframing 
with a camera movement or moving to another shot. The transi-
tions thus effected pose acutely the problem of the filmic con-
struction of space, of achieving a coherence of place and position-
ing the spectator as the unified and unifying subject of its vision. 
It is this process of construction, indeed, which is often regarded 
as the power of cinema and as defining the overall reality of film 
as that of a kind of generalised ' trick e f fect ' : ' if several successive 
images represent a space under different angles, the spectator, 
victim of the " trick e f f ec t " , spontaneously perceives the space as 
u n i t a r y . . . . ' 3 3 

Early films are typically organised as a series of fixed scenes, 
with a strict unity of time and place. The example was cited above 
of Tom, Tom, The Piper's Son which tells the well-known story in 

that independent cinema will destroy (' in independent cinema, there 
is no second screen'), see Claudine Eizykman: La jouissance• 
cinema, Paris 1976, esp pp 147-151. 

31. B D Lewin: 'Sleep, the Mouth, and the Dream Screen', Psycho-
analytic Quarterly XV, 1946, pp 419-434. 

32. Discussion of screen and dream screen is suggested at the close of 
a recent article by Guy Rosolato: ' Souvenir-ecranCommunica-
tions 23, 1975, pp 86-87. See also my 'Screen Images, Film Memory', 
Edinburgh Magazine n l , 1976, pp33-42. 

33. Christian Metz: Essais sur la signification au cincma II, Paris 1972, 
p 189, 



86 ' eight snappy scenes simply joined the one after the other as so 
many tableaux. The actions of the characters in frame, as though 
on a stage, make out the sense of the image, centre the eye in 
paths of reading, but within the limits of the distance of the fixed 
frontal view which creates difficulties of effectively maintaining 
such a centred perception given the continual wealth of movements 
and details potentially offered by the photographic image (Ken 
Jacobs in his film of the same title minutely explores the surface 
of Tom, Tom, The Piper's Son, refilming from the screen and find-
ing in so doing not j u s t ' other ' actions but also ' central ' actions 
not easily grasped or possibly even missed in the original - as, for 
instance, the handkerchief stealing in the opening shot). Those 
difficulties, in the context of its commercial exploitation, are funda-
mental for cinema's development. The centre is the movement, 
not movements but the logic of a consequent and temporally 
coherent action. The vision of the image is its narrative clarity and 
that clarity hangs on the negation of space for place, the constant 
realisation of centre in function of narrative purpose, narrative 
movement: ' Negatively, the space is presented so as not to distract 
attention from the dominant actions: positively, the space is " used 
up " by the presentation of narratively important settings, character 
traits (" psychology ") , or other causal agents.'34 Specific spatial 
cues - importantly, amongst others, those depending on camera 
movement and editing - will be established and used accordingly, 
centring the flow of the images, taking place. 

Which is to say, of course, that the tableau space of the early 
films is intolerable in its particular fixity, must be broken up in 
the interests of the unity of action and place and subject view as 
that unity is conceived from the narrative models of the novelistic 
that cinema is dominantly exploited to relay and extend. Burch 
puts it well: ' It was necessary to be able to film objects or people 
close up - to isolate a face, a hand, an accessory (as the discourse 
of the novel does) - but avoiding any disorientation of the specta-
tor in respect of his or her own " reasoned " analysis of the spatial 
continuum. . . . ' " The need is to cut up and then join together in 
a kind of spatial Aufhebung that decides a superior unity, the 
binding of the spectator in the space of the film, the space it 
realises. In the late 1930 ' s and early 1940's, the average shot 
length of a full-length Hollywood film has been estimated at about 
9- 10 seconds,38 but that fragmentation is the condition of a 

34. Bordwell and Thompson, art cit, p42. For an initial discussion of 
procedures of image centring (' specification procedures '), see ' Film 
and System' II, Screen v 16 n2, Summer 1975, pp99-100. 

35. ' De Mabusc a M: le travail de Fritz Lang', in Cinema Thcorie 
Lectures (special number of the Revue d'Esthetique), Paris 1973, 
p 229. 

36. See Barry Salt: ' Statistical Style Analysis of Motion Pictures ', Film 
Quarterly, Fall 1974, pp 13-22. 



fundamental continuity. 
' There are no jerks in time or space in real life. Time and space 

are continuous. Not so in film. The period of time that is being 
photographed may be interrupted at any point. One scene may be 
immediately followed by another that takes place at a totally 
different time. And the continuity of space may be broken-in the 
same manner.'37 Why is it, Arnheim goes on to ask, that the 
' juggling with space ' possible in film (and including the breaking 
of a single ' real l i f e ' space into ' several successive images . . . 
under different angles ') does not cause discomfort? The answer 
refers back to the ' something-between' status of film previously 
mentioned: ' Film gives simultaneously the effect of an actual 
happening and of a picture. A result of the " pictureness " of film 
is, then, that a sequence of scenes that are diverse in time and 
space is not felt as arbitrary. . . . If film photographs gave a very 
strong spatial impression, montage probably would be impossible. 
It is the partial unreality of the film picture that makes it 
possible.'33 The emphasis on the ' pictureness' of the image is 
crucial here (there would be problems of cutting for spatial unity 
with holography): the space constructed in film is exactly a filmic 
construction. Thus Mitry, for example, will write that shots are 
like ' cells ', ' distinct spaces the succession of which, however, 
reconstitutes a homogeneous space, but a space unlike that from 
which these elements were subtracted \ 3 9 

The conception at work in such descriptions can be seen (even if 
in this or that writer that conception may be inflected ' aesthetic-
ally ', turned in the direction of film as ' a r t ' ) . The filmic con-
struction of space is recognised in its difference but that difference 
is the term of an ultimate similarity (indeed, a final ' i l lus ion ' ) ; 
the space is ' unlike' but at the same time ' reconstitutes ', using 
elements lifted from real space. In fact, we are back in the realm 
of ' composition', where composition is now the laying out of a 
succession of images in order to give the picture, to produce the 
implication of a coherent (' rea l ' ) space; in short, to create 
continuity. 

The compositional rules- for spatial clarity and continuity are 
sufficiently well-known not to need extended discussion at this 
stage; it will be enough merely to stress one or two of their 
determinations. Firstly, the establishment of fixed patterns of clarity 
for the variation of scale of shot in a scene: there are ' normal 
w a y s ' of organising dialogue scenes, action scenes, and so on;40 

these systems allowing for a certain free play - ' exceptions' -

37. R Arnheim, op cit, p 27. 
38 Ibid, p 32. 
39. J Mitry: Esthetique et psychologie du cinema II, Paris 1965, p 10. 
40. Branigan gives the schema of the inverted pyramid structure 

characteristic of classical Hollywood film; art cit, p 75. 



88 within their overall structure in the interests of ' dramatic e f fec t ' 
(' In the normal way, it is almost certainly better to cut the scenes 
as we have indicated, but . . . there may be exceptions when the 
rules need to be modified to convey certain dramatic effects.').41 

What may be remembered above all in this context is the extreme 
importance attached to providing an overall view, literally the 
' master-shot' that will allow the scene to be dominated in the 
course of its reconstitution narratively as dramatic unity (' Even 
where a sequence starts on a detail, it is important that the whole 
setting should be shown at some stage ').42 Take the beginning of 
Jaws: a beach party with the camera tracking slowly right along 
the line of the faces of the participants until it stops on a young 
man looking off; eyeline cut to a young woman who is thus 
revealed as the object of his gaze; cut to a high-angle shot onto 
the party that shows its general space, its situation, before the 
start of the action with the run down to the ocean and the first 
shark attack - the shot serves, that is, as a kind of master fold in 
the sequence, setting it correctly in place. Secondly, the establish-
ment of the 180-degree and 30-degree rules. The former matches 
screen space and narrative space (the space represented in the 
articulation of the images), ground and background; with its help, 
' one will always find the same characters in the same parts of the 
screen \ 4 3 The 180-degree line that the camera is forbidden to cross 
answers exactly to the 180-degree line of the screen behind which 
the spectator cannot and must not go, in front of which he or she 
is placed within the triangle of representation, the space of the 
image projected, that is repeated in the very terms of the fiction 
of the imaged space. As for the latter, a ' quick, simple rule that 
issues directly from the necessities of cinematic fragmentation' 
and that avoids the ' disagreeable sensation' of a ' jump in 
space \4 4 it is finally nothing other than a specific perspective rule 
for a smooth line of direction in film, for the achievement of a 
smooth line in from shot to shot. Thirdly and lastly, following on 
from those more particular remarks, the establishment generally 
as a powerful evidence, as a natural basis, of the idea of continuity 
as smoothness in transitions: the rules of the filmic construction 
of space on screen (master-shot, 180-degree and 30-degree rules, 
matching on action, eyeline matching, field/reverse field, etc) back-
ground the image flow into a unified subject-space, immediately and 
fully continuous, reconstitutive: ' Making a smooth cut means 
joining two shots in such a way that the transition does not create 
a noticeable jerk and the spectator's illusion of seeing a continuous 

41. Reisz and Millar, op cit, pp 224-5. 
42. Ibid, pp 225-6. 
43. A pprendre Ic cinema, D 142. 
44. Ibid, p 151. 



piece of action is not interrupted.'45 

Continuity in these terms is also decisive with regard to transi-
tions and changes of frame effected by camera movement. .' Im-
perceptible ' reframing movements, more definite pans and tracking 
shots are developed in the interests of the narrative composition 
of space in relation to the actions of the characters;40 here too, 
rules are elaborated accordingly, the camera having, for instance, 
to impregnate space with the anticipation of action: ' if the actor 
is accompanied by a movement of the camera, more " room " must 
be left in front of him or her than behind, so as to figure sensorially 
the space to be crossed '.4T In this respect, it is worth bearing in 
mind the extent to which the sequence-shot-with-deep-focus long 
take valued by Bazin in his account o f ' the evolution of cinematic 
language' can stay within such a conception of space. The narra-
tive of a Welles or a Wyler in Bazin's account is carried through 
in a manner that retains the particular effects to be derived from 
' the unity of the image in time and space ', a manner that refinds 
and draws out the essential ' realism ' of cinema; a realism in which 
space is all important: ' the cinematographic image can be emptied 
of all reality save one - the reality of space '.4? The space of Citizen 
Kane or The Best Years of Our Lives is still entirely dramatic, how-
ever; heightened indeed in its drama: as was suggested earlier, 
deep focus allows composition for a high degree of perspective 
(' depth of field ' exactly), and this can be increased over the long 
take with its potential definition of a complex action in a single 
shot, its filling out of movements and positions in a temporally 
visible demonstration of space as narrative place.49 It should any-
way be noted that the average shot length overall of Citizen Kane 

45. Reisz and Millar, op cit p216. To emphasise the reality of this 
smoothness as construction rather than ' reflection', it can be noted 
that the Navajo Indians studied by Worth and Adair, though 
capable of producing the ' correct' continuity (for example, by 
matching on action), were very far from the 'rules' in their films, 
articulating another system of space as an area of action (in which 
' jumps' from the standpoint of the vision of the rules became 
essential continuities); cf Sol Worth and John Adair: Through 
Navajo Eyes, Bloomington 1972, p 174 and Stills 22-35, 35-40. 

46. Barry Salt has pointed to the importance of the outdoor-action 
subject film (esp the Western) historically in this development; ' The 
Early Development of Film Form', Film Form 1, Spring 1976, 
pp 97-98. 

47. Apprendre le cinema, p 125 ('an orientated empty space is a 
promise'). 

48. A Bazin: What is Cinema? I, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1967, 
p 108. 

49. Which is not, of course, to say that deep focus must necessarily 
be used in this way;""for analysis of ' a refusal of perspective within 
depth of field', see CI Bailble, M Marie, M-C Ropars: Muriel, 
Paris 1974, pp 128-36. 



is 1 2 seconds, ' about average for its period \ 5 0 and it remains 
true that classically continuity is built on fragmentation rather 
than the long take - on a segmentation for recomposition that can 
bind the spectator in the strong articulations of the unity it seeks 
to create. Elsewhere. Bazin was to refer to the version of the spatial 
realism he ontologically cherished provided by Italian Neo-Realism; 
a version that might show the possibilities of the long take away 
from an absorbed dramatic space; and so, by contrast, the force 
of the classical continuity in that dependence on segmentation-
articulation and its effective inclusion of the longer take within its 
terms of spatial construction. 

Those terms, as they have been described here, are the terms of a 
constant welding together: screen and frame, ground and back-
ground, surface and depth, the whole setting of movements and 
transitions, the implication of space and spectator in the taking 
place of film as narrative. The classical economy of film is its 
organisation thus as organic unity and the form of that economy 
is narrative, the narrativisation of film. Narrative, as it were, deter-
mines the film which is contained in its process in that.determina-
tion, this ' bind ' being itself a process - precisely the narrativisa-
tion. The narration is to be held on the narrated, the enunciation 
on the enounced; filmic procedures are to be held as narrative 
instances (very much as ' cues '), exhaustively, without gap or 
contradiction. What is sometimes vaguely referred to as ' trans-
parency ' has its meaning in this narrativisation: the proposal of 
a discourse that disavows its operations and positions in the name 
of a signified that it proposes as its pre-existent justification. 
' T r a n s p a r e n c y m o r e o v e r , is entirely misleading in so far as it 
implies that narrativisation has necessarily to do with some simple 
' invisibility ' (anyway impossible — no one has yet seen a signified 
without a signifier). The narration may well be given as visible in 
its filmic procedures; what is crucial is that it be given as visible 
for the narrated and that the spectator be caught up in the play 
of that process, that the address of the film be clear (does anyone 
who has watched, say, The Big Sleep seriously believe that a 
central part of Hollywood films, differently defined from genre to 
genre, was not the address of a process with a movement of play 
and that that was not a central part of their pleasure?). 

Within this narrativisation of film, the role of the character-look 
has been fundamental for the welding of a spatial unity of narrative 
implication. In so many senses, every film is a veritable drama of 
vision and this drama has thematically and symptomatically 
' returned' in film since the very beginning: from the fascination 

50. B Salt: ' Statistical Style Analysis p 20. 



of the magnifying glass in Grandma's Reading Glass to Lina's 
short-sightedness in Suspicion to the windscreen and rear-view 
mirror of Taxi Driver, from the keyhole of A Search for Evidence 
to the images that flicker reflected over Brody's glasses in Jaws 
as he turns the pages of the book on sharks, finding the images 
of the film to. come and which he will close as he closes the book; 
not to mention the. extended dramatisations such as Rear Window 
or Peeping Tom. How to make sense in film if not through vision, 
film with its founding ideology of vision as truth? The drama of 
vision in the film returns the drama of vision of the film: the 
spectator will be bound to the film as spectacle as the world of the 
film is itself revealed as spectacle on the basis of a narrative 
organisation of look and point of view that moves space into place 
through the image-flow; the character, figure of the look, is a kind 
of perspective within the perspective system, regulating the world, 
orientating space, providing directions - and for the spectator. 

Film works at a loss, the loss of the divisions, the discontinuities, 
the absences that structure it - as, for example, the ' outside ' of 
the frame, off-screen space, the hors-champ. Such absence is the 
final tragedy of a Bazin, who wants to believe in cinema as a 
global consciousness of reality, an illimitation of picture frame and 
theatre scene - ' The screen is not a frame like that of a picture, 
but a mask which allows us to see a part of the event only. When a 
person leaves the field of the camera, we recognise that he or she 
is out of the field of vision, though continuing to exist identically 
in another part of the scene which is hidden from us. The screen 
has no wings . . . ' 5 1 - but who can only inspect the damage of 
' camera angles or prejudices', 52 acknowledge nonetheless the 
frame, the scene, the mask, the hidden, the absent. The sequence-
shot-with-deep-focus long take functions as a Utopia in this con-
text - the ideal of a kind of ' full angle ' , without prejudices, but 
hence too without cinema; the ideal recognised in Bicycle Thieves, 
' plus de cinema ' . " 

Burch writes that ' off-screen space has only an intermittent or, 
rather, fluctuating existence during any film, and structuring this 
fluctuation can become a powerful tool in a film-maker's hands *.54 

The term ' fluctuation' is excellent, yet it must be seen that the 
work of classical continuity is not to hide or ignore off-screen space 
but, on the contrary, to contain it, to regularise its fluctuation in 
a constant movement of reappropriation. It is this movement that 
defines the rules of continuity and the fiction of space they serve 

51. A Bazin: Qu'est-ce que le cinema? II, Paris 1959, p 100. 
52. A Bazin: Qu'est-ce que le cinema? IV, Paris 1962, p57. 
53. Ibid, p 59. For discussion of Bazin on Neo-Realism, see Christopher 

Williams's article of that title in Screen v 14 n4, Winter 1973/74, 
pp 61-8. 

54. Theory of Film Practice, p 21. 



92 to construct, the whole functioning according to a kind of meto-
nymic lock in which off-screen space becomes on-screen space and 
is replaced in turn by the space it holds off, each joining over the 
next. The join is conventional and ruthlessly selective (it generally 
leaves out of account, for example, the space that might be sup-
posed to be masked at the top and bottom of the frame* con-
centrating much more on the space at the sides of the frame or 
on that ' in f r o n t ' behind the camera ', as in variations of field/ 
reverse field), and demands that the off-screen space recaptured 
must be ' called f o r ' , must be ' logically c o n s e q u e n t i a l m u s t 
arrive as ' answer ' , ' fulfilment of promise ' or whatever (and not 
as difference or contradiction) - must be narrativised. Classical 
continuity, in other words, is an order of the pregnancy of space 
in frame; one of the narrative acts of a film is the creation of 
space55 but what gives the moving space its coherence in time, 
decides the metonymy as a ' taking place \ is here ' the narrative 
i t se l f ' , and above all as it crystallises round character as look and 
point of view. The fundamental role of these is exactly their pivotal 
use as a mode of organisation and organicisation, the joining of a 
film's constructions, the stitching together of the overlaying 
metonymies. 

' If in the left of the frame an actor in close-up is lpoking off 
right, he has an empty space in front of him; if the following shot 
shows an empty space to the left and an object situated to the 
right, then the actor's look appears to cross an orientated, recti-
linear, thus logical space: it seems to bear with precision on the 
object. One has an eye-line match.'56 The look, that is, joins form 
of expression — the composition of the images and their disposition 
in relation to one another - and form of content - the definition 
of the action of the film in the movement of looks, exchanges, 
objects seen, and so on. Point of view develops on the basis of 
this joining operation of the look, the camera taking the position 
of a character in order to show the spectator what he or she 
sees.57 Playing on the assumption of point of view, a film has an 
evident means of placing its space, of giving it immediate and 
holding significance; Burch. talks of the establishment of an 
organisation founded on the ' traditional dichotomy between the 
" subjective camera " (which " places the spectator in the position 
of a character ") and the " objective camera " (which makes the 
spectator the ideal, immaterial " voyeur " of a pro-filmic pseudo-
reality).'55 

55. Branigan, art cit, p 103. 
56. Apprendre le cinema, p 148. 
57. For a detailed analysis of the point-of-view shot, see Edward Brani-

gan : ' Formal Permutations of the Point-of-View Shot', Screen 
v 16 n 3, Autumn 1975, pp 54-64. 

58. Noel Burch and Jorge Dana: 'Propositions', Afterimage 5, Spring 
1974, p 45. 



This account, however, requires clarification. The point-of-view 
shot is ' subjective' in that it assumes the position of a subject-
character but to refer to that assumption in terms of ' subjective 
camera ' or ' subjective image ' can lead to misunderstanding with 
regard to the functioning of point of view. Subjective images can 
be many things; Mitry, for example, classifies them into five major 
categories: ' the purely mental image (more or less impracticable 
in the cinema); the truly subjective or analytical image (ie what is 
looked at without the person looking), which is practicable in small 
doses; the semi-subjective or associated image (ie the person 
looking + what is looked at, which is in fact looked at from the 
viewpoint of the person looking), the most generalisable formula; 
the complete sequence given over to the imaginary, which does not 
raise special problems; and finally the memory image, which is in 
principle simply a variety of the mental image but, when presented 
in the form of a flash-back with commentary, allows for a specific 
filmic treatment which is far more successful than in the case of 
other mental images.'59 The point-of-view shot includes ' the semi-
subjective or associated image ' (its general mode) and ' the truly 
subjective or analytical image ' (its pure mode, as it were) in that 
classification but not necessarily any of the other categories (a 
memory sequence, for instance, need not contain any point-of-view 
shots); what is ' subjective ' in the point-of-view shot is its spatial 
positioning (its place), not the image or the camera. 

To stress this is to'stress a crucial factor in the exploitation of 
the film image and its relation to point-of-view organisation. Within 
the terms of that organisation, a true subjective image would 
effectively need to mark its subjectivity in the image itself. 
Examples are common: the blurred image of Gutman in The 
Maltese Falcon is the subjective image of the drugged Spade; the 
blurring of focus marks the subjectivity of the image, exclusively 
Spade's, and the spectator is set not simply with Spade but as 
Spade. They are also limited, since they depend exactly on some 
recognisable — marking - distortion of the ' normal ' image, a 
narratively motivated aberration of vision of some kind or another 
(the character is drugged, intoxicated, short-sighted, terrified . . . 
down to he or she running, with hand-held effects of the image 
' j o g g i n g o r even walking, with regular speed of camera move-
ment forward matched on a shot that effectively establishes the 
character as in the process of walking; the latter represents the 
lowest limit on the scale since the camera movement is there a 
weak subjective marking of the image which itself remains more 
or less ' normal ' - except, of course, and hence this limit position 
of the banal action of walking, that the normal image is precisely 
static, that movement in a central perspective system can quickly 

59. As summarised by Metz in his ' Current Problems in Film Theory 
Screen v 14 n l / 2 , Spring/Summer 1973, p49. 



become a problem of vision). The implication of this, of course, is 
then the strength of the unmarked image as a constant third 
person - the vision of picture and scene, the Quattrocento view. 
Burch's * voyeur ' position - which is generally continued within 
point-of-view shots themselves; the point-of-view shot is marked 
as subjective in its emplacement but the resulting image.is still 
finally (or rather firstly) objective, the objective sight of what is 
seen from the subject position assumed. Indicatively enough, the 
general mode of the point-of-view shot is the shot which shows 
both what is looked at and the person looking. Instances of the 
pure shot, showing what is looked at without the person looking, 
however, are equally conclusive. Take the shot in Suspicion of the 
telegram that Lina receives from Johnnie to tell her of his intention 
to attend the Hunt Ball: the telegram is clearly shown from Lina's 
reading position and the end of the shot - the end of the reading -
is marked by her putting down her glasses onto the telegram lying 
on a table, the glasses thus coming down into frame; the position 
of the shot is marked as subjective with Lina but the image never-
theless continue to be objective, ' the real case ' for the narrative.60 

Point of view, that is, .depends on an overlaying of first and third 
person modes. There is no radical dichotomy between subjective 
point-of-view shots and objective non-point-of-view shots; the latter 
mode is the continual basis over which the former can run in its 
particular organisation of space, its disposition of the images. The 
structure of the photographic image - with its vision, its scene, its 
distance, its normality - is to the film somewhat as language is to 
the novel: the grounds of its representations, which representations 
can include the creation of an acknowledged movement of point of 
view. This is the sense of the spectator identification with the 
camera that is so often remarked upon (Benjamin: ' the audience's 
identification with the actor is really an identification with the 
camera '; Metz: ' the spectator can do no other than identify with 
the camera ').61 The spectator must see and this structuring vision 
is the condition of the possibility of the disposition of the images 

60. In fact, and not surprisingly, the less narratively ' metonymical' and 
the more 'metaphorical' is what is looked at in the pure point-of-
view shot (without the marking of image distortion), the nearer such 
a shot will come to subjectivising the image. Released from prison 
at the beginning of High Sierra, Roy Earle is shown walking through 
a park, breathing the air of freedom; shots of him looking up are 
followed by shots of tree tops against the sky, with a certain effect 
of subjectivisation in so far as the tree tops against the sky are 
outside the immediate scope of the movement of the narrative and, 
objectively useless (unlike Lina's telegram), belong only for Roy's 
character (he was bom of a modest farming family and is not the 
hardened criminal his reputation would have him be). 

61. Walter BenjaminIl luminations, London 1970, p 230; Christian 
Metz: 'The Imaginary Signifier', Screen v 16 n2, Summer 1975, 
p 52. 



via the relay of character look and viewpoint which pulls together 
vision and narrative. Emphasis was laid earlier on the structures 
of the structuring vision that founds cinema; what is emphasised 
now is the dependence of our very notion of point of view on those 
structures; dependence at once in so far as the whole Quattrocento 
system is built on the establishment of point of view, the central 
position of the eye, and in so far as the mode of representation 
thus defined brings with it fixity and movement in a systematic 
complicity of interaction - brings with it, that is, the ' objective ' 
and the ' subjective the ' third person ' and the ' first person 
the view and its partial points, and finds this drama of vision as 
the resolving action of its narratives. 

Identification with the camera, seeing, the ' ideal picture' of 
the scene: ' the usual scene in a classical film is narrated as if 
from the point of view of an observer capable of moving about the 
room \ 6 2 Such movement may be given in editing or by camera 
movement within a shot, and the importance accruing to some 
master view that will define the space of the mobility has been 
noted. Movement, in fact, will be treated as a supplement to 
produce precisely the ' ideal picture ' (going to the movies is going 
to the pictures): on the basis of the vision of the photographic 
image, that is, it will provide the ' to ta l ' point of view of an 
observer capable of moving about the room without Changing 
anything of the terms of that vision, the scene laid out for the 
central observer (and spectator); every shot or reframing adds a 
difference but that difference is always the same image, with the 
organisation - the continuity, the rules, the matches, the pyramid 
structures - constantly doing the sum of the scene. 

That said, it remains no less true, as has again been noted and 
as will become important later on, that movement represents a 
potentially radical disturbance of the smooth stability of the 
scenographic vision (hence the need for a systematic organisation 
to contain it). Such a disturbance, however, is not as simple as 
is sometimes suggested and it is necessary briefly to consider at 
this stage two instances of disturbance as they are conventionally 
described; both bear on the mobility of the camera. 

The first is that of what Branigan characterises as the impossible 
place: ' To the extent that the camera is located in an " im-
possible " place, the narration questions its own origin, that is, 
suggests a shift in narration \ 8 3 ' Impossible', of course, is here 
decided in respect of the ' possible ' positions of the observer 
moving about, the disturbance involved seen as a disjunction of the 
unity of narration and narrated, enunciation and enounced. Thus 
defined, impossible places are certainly utilised in classical narra-

62. Edward Branigan: 'Narration and Subjectivity in Cinema', mimeo-
graphed, University of Wisconsin-Madison 1975, p 24. 

63. Ibid, p 24. 



tive cinema, with examples ranging from the relatively weak to 
the relatively strong. At one end of the range, the weak examples 
would be any high or low angles that are not motivated as the 
point of view of a character; or, indeed, any high or low angles 
that, while so motivated, are nevertheless sufficiently divergent 
from the assumed normal- upright observing position as to be 
experienced as in some sense ' impossible ' in their peculiarity (the 
most celebrated — and complex - example is the dead-man-in-the-
coffin point of view in Vampyr).01 At the other end, the strong 
examples - those intended by Branigan — can be illustrated by a 
description of two shots from Killer's Kiss: (1) as Davey, the 
boxer-hero, is seen stooping to feed his goldfish, there is a cut to 
a shot through the bowl, from the other side, of his face peering 
in as the feed drops down; since the bowl is on a table against 
a wall, the place taken by the camera is not possible; (2) Rappello, 
the dance-hall owner, furious at being left by the heroine, is 
drinking in a back-room, its walls covered with posters and prints; 
a close-up of a print showing two men leering from a window is 
followed by a shot of Rappello who throws his drink at the camera 
( ' a t the screen ' ! ) ; a crack appears as the drink runs down a 
plate of glass; impossibly, the shot was from ' i n ' the print. The 
.•econd - and related - instance of disturbance is that of the 
development of camera movement as a kind of autonomous figure; 
what Burch calls ' the camera designated as an " omnipotent and 
omniscient" (ie manipulative and pre-cognitive) presence \ 6 5 This 
presence too is utilised in classical narrative cinema and weak and 
strong examples can once more be indicated/ In Taxi Driver, Travis 
Bickle is seen phoning Betsy after the porno-film fiasco; as he 
stands talking into the pay-phone, fixed on a wall inside a build-
ing, the camera tracks right and stops to frame a long empty 
corridor leading out to the street; when Travis finishes his call, 
he walks into frame and exits via the corridor. The tracking move-
ment designates the camera with a certain autonomy - there is 
an effect of a casual decision to go somewhere else, off to the side 
of the narrative - but the example is ultimately weak: the corridor 
is eventually brought into the action with Travis's exit and, more 
importantly, it has its rhyming and thematic resonances - the 
corridors in the rooming-house used by Iris, the marked existential 
atmosphere of isolation, nothingness, etc. Stronger examples are 
provided in the work of an Ophuls or a Welles - the spectacular 
tracking shot at the start of Touch of Evil or the intense mobility 
in many of the shots at the end of that same film. 

These two instances of disturbance have been characterised here 

64. Discussed by Barthes: 'Diderot, Brecht, Eisenstein', Screen v l 5 
n 2, p 38; Branigan, ' The Point-of-View Shot', p 57; and Mark 
Nash: ' Vampyr and the Fantastic', above, pp 32-3, 54-60. 

65. Burch and Dana: ' Propositions ', p 45. 



in their existence in established cinema simply to make one or two 
points directly in the context of the present account. Thus, the 
examples given of autonomy of camera movement are all clearly 
operating in terms of ' s ty le ' (Welles, Ophuls, the tics of a new 
American commercial cinema that has learnt a consciousness of 
style). The crucial factor is not the valuation of camera movement, 
be it autonomous, but the point at which a certain work on the 
camera in movement produces the normality of the third person 
objective basis as itself a construction, gives it as role or fiction 
and breaks the balance of the point-of-view system. Similarly, the 
examples of the impossible place from Killers Kiss, which also 
have their reality as stylistic marking in the film, are without 
critically disruptive extension in themselves, are simply tricks (in 
the sense of spatial prestidigitations): the impossible place is 
entirely possible if held within a system that defines it as such, that 
it confirms in its signified exceptionality. The felt element of trick, 
moreover, raises the general point of the realisation of film as 
process. It is too readily assumed that the operation — the deter-
mination, the effect, the pleasure - of classical cinema lies in the 
attempt at an invisibility of process, the intended transparency of 
a kind of absolute ' realism' from which all signs of production 
have been effaced. The actual case is much more complex and 
subtle, and much more telling. Classical cinema does not efface the 
signs of production, it contains them, according to the narrativisa-
tion described above. It is that process that is the action of the 
film for the spectator - what counts is as much the representation 
as the represented, is as much the production as the product. Nor 
is there anything surprising in this: film is not a static and isolated 
object but a series of relations with the spectator it imagines, 
plays and sets as subject in its movement. The process of film is 
then perfectly available to certain terms of excess - those of that 
movement in its subject openings, its energetic controls. ' Style ' 
is one area of such controlled excess, as again, more powerfully, 
are genres in their specific versions of process. The musical is an 
obvious and extreme example with its systematic ' freedom' of 
space - crane choreography - .and its shifting balances of narrative 
and spectacle; but an example that should not be allowed to mask 
the fundamental importance of the experience of process in other 
genres and in the basic order of classical cinema on which the 
various genres are grounded. Which is to say, finally, that radical 
disturbance is not to be linked to the mere autonomisation of a 
formal element such as camera movement; on the contrary, it can 
only be effectively grasped as a work that operates at the expense 
of the classical suppositions of ' form ' and ' content' in cinema, 
posing not autonomies but contradictions in the process of film 
and its narrative-subject binding. 

The construction of space as a term of that binding in classical 



cinema is its implication for the spectator in the taking place of 
film as narrative; implication-process of a constant refinding — space 
regulated, orientated, continued, reconstituted. The use of look and 
point-of-view structures - exemplarily, the field/reverse field figure 
(not necessarily dependent, of course, on point-of-view shots)66 -
is fundamental to this process that has been described in terms of 
suture, a stitching or tying as in the surgical joining of the lips of 
a wound.67 In its movement, its framings, its cuts, its inter-
mittences, the film ceaselessly poses an absence, a lack, which is 
ceaselessly recaptured for - one needs to be able to say ' forin ' -
the film, that process binding the spectator as subject in the realisa-
tion of the film's space. 

In psychoanalysis, ' suture ' refers to the relation of the indi-
vidual as subject to the chain of its discourse where it figures 
missing in the guise of a stand-in; the subject is an effect of the 
signifier in which it is represented, stood in for, taken place (the 
signifier is the narration of the subject).68 Ideological representation 
turns on - supports itself from — this ' initial * production of the 
subject in the symbolic order (hence the crucial role of psycho-
analysis, as prospective science of the construction of the subject, 
within historical materialism), directs it as a set of images and 
fixed positions, metonymy stopped into fictions of coherence. What 
must be emphasised, however, is that stopping - the 'functioning 

66. Salt distinguishes three varieties of field/reverse field and assigns 
an order and approximate dates for their respective appearances: 
' It is necessary to distinguish between different varieties of angle-
reverse-angle cuts; the cut from a watcher to his point of view was 
the first to appear; the cut from one long shot of a scene to another 
more or less oppositely angled long shot, which must have happened 
somewhat later-the first example that can be quoted is in Rovererts 
Brud (Viggo Larsen, 1907); and the cut between just-off-the-eye-line 
angle-reverse-angle shots of two people interacting - the earliest 
example that can be quoted occurs in The Loafers (Essanay, 1911).' 
' The Early Development of Film Form', p 98. 

67. Cf Jean-Pierre Oudart: 'La suture' I and II, Cahiers du cinema 
'211, April 1969, and 212, May 1969. Oudart's article was presented 
in English by Daniel Dayan in' The Tutor-Code of Classical Cinema 
Film Quarterly, Fall 1974, pp 22-31. Criticism of Dayan-Oudart was 
then offered by William Rothman in ' Against the System of the 
Suture', Film Quarterly, Fall 1975, pp45-50. Discussion can also be 
found in my ' On Screen, in Frame: Film and Ideology', cited 
earlier, and in Claire Johnston: ' Towards a Feminist Film Practice ', 
Edinburgh Magazine n 1, 1976, pp 50-59. Space does not permit 
a detailed ' account of the accountswhich is anyway not required 
in the present context where the notion of ' suture' is to be grasped 
rather within the general lines of the descriptions and arguments 
here being advanced. With regard to the Dayan-Rothman debate, it 
must suffice for the moment to let those descriptions and arguments 
imply certain criticisms of the former shared with the latter but from 
a different position and with different conclusions. 

68. Cf J-A Miller: 'La suture', Cahiers pour Vanalyse 1 (January-
February 1966), 3rd edition (with 2), Paris 1975, pp 37-49. 



of suture in image, frame, narrative, etc - is exactly a process: 
it counters a productivity, an excess, that it states and restates in 
the very moment of containing in the interests of coherence - thus 
the film frame, for example, exceeded from within by the outside 
it delimits and poses and has ceaselessly to recapture (with post-
Quattrocento painting itself, images are multiplied and the con-
ditions are laid for a certain mechanical reproduction that the 
photograph will fulfil, the multiplication now massive, with image 
machines a normal appendage of the subject). The process never 
ends, is always going on; the construction-reconstruction has 
always to be renewed; machines, cinema included, are there for 
that - and their ideological operation is not only in the images 
but in the suture. 

The film poses an image, not immediate or neutral,89 but posed, 
framed and centred. Perspective system images bind the spectator 
in place, the suturing central position that is the sense of the 
image, that sets its scene (in place, the spectator completes the 
image as its subject). Film too, but it also moves in all sorts of 
ways and directions, flows with energies, is potentially a veritable 
festival of affects. Placed, that movement is all the value of film 
in its development and exploitation: reproduction of life and 
the engagement of the spectator in the process of that repro-
duction as articulation of coherence. What moves in film, 
finally, is the spectator, immobile in front of the screen. Film is 
the regulation of that movement, the individual as subject held 
in a shifting and placing of desire, energy, contradiction, in a 
perpetual retotalisation of the imaginary (the set scene of image 
and subject). This is the investment of film in narrativisation; and 
crucially for a coherent space, the unity of place for vision. 

Once again, however, the investment is in the process. Space 
comes in place through procedures such as look and point-of-
view structures, and the spectator with it as subject in its realisa-
tion. A reverse shot folds over the shot it joins and is joined in 
turn by the reverse it positions; a shot of a person looking is 
succeeded by a shot of the object looked at which is succeeded in 
turn by a shot of the person-looking to confirm the object as seen; 
and so on, in a number of multiple imbrications. Fields are made, 
moving fields, and the process includes not just the completions 
but the definitions of absence for completion. The suturing opera-
tion is in the process, the give and take of absence and presence, 
the play of negativity and negation, flow and bind. Narrativisation, 
with its continuity, closes, and is that movement of closure that 
shifts the spectator as subject in its terms: the spectator is the 
point of the film's spatial relations - the turn, say, of shot to 
reverse shot - , their subject-passage (point-of-view organisation, 

69. ' Another characteristic of the film image is its neutrality.' Encyclo-
paedia Britannica (Macropaedia) Vol 12, Chicago, etc 1974, p498. 



ioo moreover, doubles over that passage in its third/first person layer-
ings). Narrativisation is scene and movement, movement and scene, 
the reconstruction of the subject in the pleasure of that balance 
(with genres as specific instances of equilibrium) - for homogeneity, 
containment. What is foreclosed in the process is not its pro-
duction - often signified as such, from genre instances down to 
this or t h a t ' impossible ' shot - but the terms of the unity of that 
production (narration on narrated, enunciation on enounced), the 
other scene of its vision of the subject, the outside — heterogeneity, 
contradiction, history - of its coherent address. 

The role of look and point of view for the holding organisation 
of space has been heavily stressed; the whole weight of the remarks 
made has been on the image and on the laying out of the images 
in film. It is important, however, not to overlook in this context 
the role played by sound. Hence one or two indications here con-
cerning sound and film's narrative of space, indications all the more 
necessary in that they bear on the problem of address. 

The equivalent of the look in its direction of the image-track is 
the voice in its direction of the sound-track. Significantly, there is 
much less play of process practicable with the latter in classical 
cinema than with the former; the sound-track is hierarchically 
subservient to the image-track and its pivot is the voice as the 
presence of character in frame, a supplement to the dramatisation 
of space, along with accompanying ' sound effects' . Vertov's 
loathed ' theatrical cinema' is confirmed in its domination with 
the arrival of sound and the narrative forms of cinema develop 
in respect of that theatricality (the truth of the common reference 
to ' novels dramatised for the screen'). In fact, the regime of 
sound as voice in the cinema is that of the ' safe place' : either 
in the narrative in its ' scenes as with the normal fiction film, or 
in the discourse that accompanies the images to declare their 
meaning, as with the documentary film which remains marginal in 
commercial cinema. The safe place is carefully preserved in fiction 
films. Voice and sound are diegetic (with music following the images 
as an element of dramatic heightening), generally * on screen ' but 
equally defined in their contiguity to the field in frame when ' off 
screen'; voice-over is limited to certain conventional uses (as, for 
example, the direction of memory sequences, a kind of documentary 
of the past of a life within the film) which effectively forbid any 
discrepancy - any different activity - between sound and image 
tracks (Malick is even reputed to have had trouble in getting 
Holly's narration in Badlands accepted). The stress is everywhere 
on the unity of sound and image and the voice is the point of that 
unity: at once subservient to the images and entirely dominant in 
the dramatic space it opens in them - the film stops when the 
drama the voices carry in the image ends, when there are no more 
words, only ' The End '. 



In this context, against that unity, it is worth recalling briefly 1 0 1 
the insistent emphases of Straub/Huillet in their work on the 
* directness ' of sound: ' Space-off exists. Which is what one dis-
covers when one shoots with sound and what those who shoot 
without cannot know. And they are wrong to do so, because they 
go against the essence of cinema. They have the impression that 
they are only photographing what they have in front of the camera: 
but that is not true, one also photographs what one has behind 
and around the frame.'70 Straub/Huillet disrupt by reference to an 
extreme of ' truth ' (often linked, as here, to a Bazin-like reference 
to ' the essence of cinema'). Dominant and subservient, the voice 
drama in the fiction film can be dubbed after the shooting, added 
on to an image track which, as script, it was anyway controlling 
(in Italy, where Straub/Huillet work, dubbing is standard practice). 
Neither dominant nor subservient, sound (which includes a veritable 
work on the grain of the voice itself, the material rhythms of its 
existence in language - Othon, History Lessons, Moses and Aaron) 
in Straub/Huillet gives space, not as coherence but as contra-
diction, heterogeneity, outside (the extreme of ' truth ' thus lead-
ing away from Bazin): ' Shooting with direct sound, one cannot 
cheat with space: one must respect it, and, in respecting it, one 
offers the spectator the possibility of reconstructing it", because 
a film is made of " extracts " of time and space. One can also not 
respect the space one films, but one must then offer the spectator 
the possibility of understanding why one did not respect it. . . . 
It is the coherence of the fiction that falls: the fiction film dis-
respects space in order to construct a unity that will bind spectator 
and film in its fiction; where a Godard breaks space, fragments 
and sets up oppositions in the interests of analysis (' analysis with 
image and sound') , Straub/Huillet film a unity, sound and image, 
in and off, that will never ' make a scene ' ; in both cases, the 
address is complex, in process, no longer the single and central 
vision but a certain freedom of contradictions.72 

What has been described here is the whole context of the 

70. ' Entretien avec Jean-Marie Straub et Danicle Hui l l e tCahie r s du 
cinema 223, August-September 1970, p54. 

71. ' Sur le son (Entretien avec Jean-Marie Straub et Daniele Huillet) ', 
Cahiers du cinema 260-1, October-November 1975, p49. 

72. No mention has been made in this section of the difficult problem 
of the verbal organisation of the image according to ' inner speech 
cf Paul Willemen:' Reflections on Eikhenbaum's Concept of Internal 
Speech ', Screen v 15 n4, Winter 1974/75, pp 59-70. Worth and Adair 
note examples of Navajo Indians who judged certain silent films 
incomprehensible because ' in E n g l i s h o p cit, p 130. 



1 0 2 importance of work and reflection on space in film, the whole 
context of its actuality; Burch, for instance, as film-maker and 
theorist, can say that ' we are just beginning to realise that the 
formal organisation of shot transitions and " matches " in the 
strict sense of the word is the essential cinematic task \ 7 S What 
must now be considered are some of the terms in which that 
actuality has been articulated and, critically, something of the 
implications of those terms; the examples will be limited, the 
final argument more general. 

It is hardly necessary to underline the extent to which American 
independent cinema set about destroying the narrative frame in the 
interests of the action of the film as flow of images (flashes of 
movement and energy, sheets of rhythmic multiplicity), the per-
petual action of an eye for which every object, in Brakhage's words, 
is ' a new adventure of perception an eye in panic and fascination 
(like that of Hitchcock's Benson in front of the troubling picture). 
There is a sense of re-doing the history of cinema again, from zero; 
hence, in part and at the same time, the interest accorded to 
experimental directions indicated and lost in the early moments 
of that history (including those of ' cubist cinema' ; Benson's 
painting has its specific resonances here and in the radical separa-
tion from Quattrocento space that cubism represents)74 or even 
to the interrogation of its initial productions (as Jacobs explores 
and extends Tom, Tom, The Piper's Son, finding and creating fresh 
spaces on screen). 

Evidently, the practice of American independent cinema is not 
to be limited to the simple desire for the capture of the present -
the presence - of a phenomenologico-romantic visionary con-
sciousness, what P Adams Sitney calls ' the cinematic reproduction 
of the human mind' . At a time when that cinema already has its 
own history - from Meshes of the Afternoon to Zorns Lemma, the 
field covered by Sitney's book75 the very problems of screen and 
frame, movement and framing, and their narrative-spatial deter-
minations are of increasing concern - and this without being 
reducible to a category of.the ' structural film ' type. In Frampton's 
Poetic Justice, nothing but a table with a cup of coffee, a cactus, 
and in the middle, a pile of sheets of paper; silently, the sheets 
follow one another to the top of the pile and we read - frag-

73. Theory of Film Practice, p 11. 
74. Cubism as ' construction of deformable and varied worlds, subject 

to non-Euclidian but extremely topological notions of proximity 
and separation, succession and surrounding, envelopment and con-
tinuity, independently of any fixed schema and of any metrical 
scale of measurementFrancastel: Etudes de sociologie de I'art, 
p 142; cf, in the"same volume, the chapter 'Destruction d'un espace 
p l a s t i q u e p p 191-252. 

75. Visionary Film, New York and London 1974. 



ments seized at the whim of the succession - the scenario of a 103 
film; a rubber glove rests on the last page. In J J Murphy's Print 
Generation, a sequence of images is passed through a series of 
' generations ' until it arrives at a printing close to the ' normal ' 
from which it is run back down to the initial state of luminous 
abstraction. Two quite different films, but both engaging problems 
of narrative and frame: in the one, the image is fixed in the frame 
of a written narrative which makes this film which exceeds it, 
vacillation of reading the film (where is the point of view to be 
held?), each viewing varied against the fixity of the image (and 
not more complete); in the other, the film as the action of a tech-
nical process, the image narrated, scales of readings in that action 
(suspense of the point of recognition of the image), the screen 
in dots, impressions-pulsations of new spaces. 

Those examples were minor, cited as such and a little at random. 
The films of Michael Snow, on the contrary, are a major example, 
quite different but again finding their particular force in this con-
nection, with respect to space in film. Wavelength gives the 
economy of the formal explorations of the 'structural film ' in a 
radical work on the problems of the spaces of narrative and the 
narratives of space. The famous forty-five minute zoom constructs 
the filmed room (the New York loft) into a crossing, -a time of 
continuously jerky spaces — the superimposition of fixed images, 
the unsteadiness of the regulation of the zoom, the human events 
that arrive in its path. It is a matter of narrating in the time of 
the film the space covered, of making that crossing of space - with 
its frames (the play of the windows onto the street, the photo-
graph picked out on the wall, the events themselves - so many 
quotations of actions, of commonplaces) and its framings (the 
changing focal length of the zoom) - the scene of a veritably filmic 
action, a process without any single view. In La Region centrale, 
the programme of 360-degree rotations works at the loss of any 
perspective frame, as a kind of speed-jubilation of a time of space 
(landscape as movement, movement as landscape), an impossibly 
uncentred narrative in which the apparatus (the camera), sole 
' character' in the film, serves to disjoin the subject-eye, to open 
between sight and seen, overturning the technological ' y ie ld ' of 
cinema. 

What remains is the difficulty of sound as the address of voice. 
Rameau's Nephew by Diderot (thanx to Dennis Young) by Wilma 
Schoen is conceived as a ' real " talking picture " ' (hence the title, 
Rameau's nephew as the irruption of the body-voice onto the 
scene of philosophy) and over its twenty-four sections - so many 
sketches and gags - explores ' image-sound relationships ' in the 
cinema in a way that often connects with the spatial preoccupations 
to be found in, say, Wavelength and La Region centrale. The result 
is something akin to an indefatigably prolonged version of Godard's 
Le Gai Savoir, but lacking the political insistence of any analysis 



104 as t e x t ; the film talks, jokes, accumulates, overlays, reverses, con-
fuses and tricks as though empty of any reflexive contradiction. 
Its work, as it were, fails to carry, in the sense in which the crucial 
filmic-narrative concerns of the previous films might have led one 
to expect, fails to transform - and to transform politically - the 
cinematic relations of form and content, and the setting of.narra-
tive accordingly. 

Burch's arguments in Theory of Film Practice come together as 
a central plea - developed via terms such as ' dialectical 
' organic' , ' structural' , these terms tending to synonymity — for 
the poetic function of film, ' conflictual organisation' as ' unity 
through diversity' : ' Although film remains largely an imperfect 
means of communication, it is nonetheless possible to foresee a 
time when it will become a totally immanent object whose semantic 
function will be intimately joined with its plastic function to 
create a poetic function.'76 The analysis of spatial tensions and 
movements is made in this context and Theory of Film Practice 
finally falls within a range of writing on film that would also 
include, for instance, the work of an Arnheim; Burch introduces 
structural conflict with dialectical relationship, disorientation with 
dynamic organicism, the ultimate concern always composition, 
film as art. It is easy enough, moreover, to transpose such a 
concern, with its brand of phenomenological formalism, into 
notions of ' deconstruction' as a formal crisis of codes. Indicating 
the importance of deconstruction in an interview in 1973 (' I 
should say right now that this concept of deconstruction is some-
thing which is quite important to me '), Burch continues: ' Let's 
leave the word deconstruction for the moment because it's a more 
modern word than the actual origin of this concept, which can be 
traced back to the Prague school and to Jakobson and Mukarovsky 
and work in semiotics which involves the concept that there is an 
aesthetic message (I'm using the word now in the specifically 
semiotic sense) if you like, produced through the subversion, 
through the breaking down of, through creating a crisis in what 
we call the dominant codes^ of representation in a given medium. 
This language can be extended to practically anything.'77 What is 
emerging is a potentially critical idea of deconstruction covered by 

76. Theory of Film Practice, p 12; in her Introduction, Annette Michel-
son writes: ' his voice puts forth a claim for total structural rigour 
and authenticity . . . p xv. It should be noted: firstly, that the 
remarks made here consider only the implications of Burch's argu-
ments and do not touch on the value of his working out of those 
arguments; secondly, that Burch himself, in the Preface to the 
English version (ppxvi-xx), is retrospectively critical of the book, 
though within limits which actually close the distance asserted and 
bring the criticism "very near to the formulations of the original. 

77. ' Beyond Theory of Film Practice: an interview with Noel Burch ', 
Women and Film 5-6, p 22. 



its simple articulation as a poetics, this latter being its history in 105 
Burch's work. Thus a description of Man with a Movie Camera as 
deconstruction film will read exactly as a transposition of the 
definition of the poetic function of film the totally immanent object 
found in Theory of Film Practice, with Jakobson precisely as an 
underlying presence for both: ' But it was only with Dziga Vertov's 
Man with a Movie Camera (1929) that the work of paradigmatic 
deconstruction of the illusionist codes gave rise to the constitution 
of a comprehensive dialectic, informing the totality of the work 
along the syntagmatic axis.'78 

Something of the problems of a formal idea of deconstruction 
can be seen in the Thompson-Bordwell and Branigan texts on Ozu. 
What those texts suggest is a modernity of Ozu's films based on a 
foregrounding - here too, it is worth noting the reference made to 
concepts derived from literary Formalism - of space that challenges 
the supremacy of narrative causality. In fact, there are two com-
ponents in the argument developed. The first concerns the demon-
stration of a certain autonomy of space: ' Ozu's films include not 
only the spaces between points but also spaces before and after 
actions occur there . . . ' ; ' Ozu's cutaways and transitions usually 
present spaces distinct from the characters' personal projects . . . 

• at the most radical level, in presenting space empty of character -
spaces around characters, locales seen before characters arrive or 
after they leave, or even spaces which they never traverse - Ozu's 
films displace the illusion of narrative presence and plenitude.'79 

The second concerns the description of a 360-degree shooting 
space: ' If Hollywood builds upon spatial patterns bounded by 
180 degrees and 30 degrees, Ozu's films use limits of 360 degrees 
and 90 degrees.'80 

These two components are related in their demonstration of the 
importance of space in Ozu but can at the same time be differ-
entiated a little in a way that will help focus the problems of that 
demonstration. Thus, the analysis of the 360-degree shooting 
space is very much the analysis of a closed system: ' Ozu's scenic 
space is systematically built up, modified by subtle repetitions and 
variations within the limits he has set for himself.'81 That system 
is effectively different from that of Hollywood (where 360-degree 
movements are very conventionally and narratively limited - the 
slow pan at the beginning of the drive in Red River), which it can 
serve to contrast, but the question of its effective functioning, its 

78. Burch and Dana: 'Propositions', p44. (Jakobson: 'The poetic 
function projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of 
selection onto the axis of combination.' ' Linguistics and poetics ', in 
Style in Language ed T A Sebeok. New York 1960, p 358.) 

79. 'Space and Narrative in the Films of Ozu', pp52, 54. 
80. Ibid, p 58. 
81. Ibid. 



106 critical activity, in the films is not posed. Indeed, certain formula-
tions imply 360-degree space in Ozu as a formal accompaniment 
to a content that in itself and in its other devices is very close 
to Hollywood: ' Once this pattern of circular space is established, 
Ozu's films use the same devices Hollywood does, but without the 
axis of action.'82 The description of the autonomy tends to avoid 
consideration of its activity outside of formal limits. More radical 
in a sense is the account of a presence of space based specifically 
on terms of autonomy, the space that is there, distinct, before and 
after; this in so far as it suggests an exploration of the tensions 
between surface and place, screen and frame, economy of the film 
and economy of narrative. When followed through into the dis-
cussion of graphic matches, however, the tensions are once again 
shown as subdued in a formal independence (near to an art of 
composition): ' Such graphic play is central to Ozu's modernity 
because the screen surface itself and the configurations that 
traverse it are treated as independent of the scenographic space 
of the narrative.'83 Spatial nuances are set up as graphic matches in 
the systematic and repetitious space of the films, but what are the 
critical tensions of this autonomy in the action of the films? 

In this respect, the description of the ' most transgressive transi-
tion ', the baseball-game transition in An Autumn Afternoon, is 
significantly weak: * Ozu's transition goes first to the place the 
character is not, then to the place where he actually is. This 
sequence is one of the culminations of Ozu's exercises in moving 
through spaces between scenes independently of any narrative 
demands.'84 Nothing in the description suggests more than an 
' exercise' : the transition goes not so much to the place the 
character is not as to the place he should have been, a projected 
space (Kawai insists that he is going to the game), exactly a 
simple place; certainly there is a play of difficulty in finding the 
men, but that play - irony and revelation (so Kawai didn't go . . . ) -
is not transgressive of the terms of the narrative in the terms of 
the narration it gives. And to pose such a transgressive activity 
involves an analysis directed not to a unity of dominants and over-
tones but to the bindings o.f those terms, to the modes of address 
of film in its subject-vision relations in narrative-space, to the 
contradictions they contain. 

Frames hit the screen in succession, figures pass across screen 
through the frames, the camera tracks, pans, reframes, shots 

82. Ibid, p 60. 
83. Ibid, p 70. 
84. Ibid, p51; full details of the transition can be found on this same 

page. 



replace and - according to the rules - continue one another. Film 107 
is the production not just of a negation but equally, simultaneously, 
of a negativity, the excessive foundation of the process itself, of 
the very movement of the spectator as subject in the film; which 
movement is stopped in the negation and its centring positions, the 
constant phasing in of subject vision (' this but not t h a t ' as the 
sense of the image in flow). Such a negativity is the disphasure 
of the subject in process, the fading, the ' flickering of eclipses ' 
or ' time between ' that the classical narrative film seeks to contain 
in its process, film aiming thus to entertain the subject (etymo-
logically, ' entertainment' is a holding-in and a maintenance - the 
subject occupied in time). Narrativisation is then the term of film's 
entertaining: process and process contained, subject bound in that 
process and its directions of meaning. The ideological operation 
lies in the balance, in the capture and regulation of energy; film 
circulates - rhythms, spaces, surfaces, moments, multiple intensi-
ties of signification - and narrativisation entertains the subject -
on screen, in frame - in exact turnings of difference and repetition, 
semiotic and suture, negativity and negation; in short, the spectator 
is moved, and related as subject in the process and images of that 
movement. The spatial organisation of film as it has been described 
here in the overall context of its various articulations is crucial to 
this moving relation, to the whole address of film: film makes 
space, takes place as narrative, and the subject too, set - sutured -
in the conversion of the one to the other. 

In his essay on ' Le cinema et la nouvelle psychologie', already 
cited above, Merleau-Ponty writes that ' the aspect of the world 
would be transformed if we succeeded in seeing as things the 
intervals between things \ 8 5 The formulation can now be recast: 
the relations of the subject set by film - its vision, its address -
would be radically transformed if the intervals of its production 
were opened in their negativity, if the fictions of the closure of 
those intervals were discontinued, found in all the contradictions 
of their activity. Take the second of the five sections of Penthesilea 
in which Wollen traces a complex itinerary round the sun-and-
shadow strewn house, the camera accompanying, leaving, rejoining 
him, fixing for itself - in its own time - the memory-cards of the 
discourse he delivers. A certain influence from films of Snow is 
clear but difficult: a theoretical narrative of the space of the film -
Wollen here ' speaks ' his and Mulvey's film - within a constant 
disframing of the time of that narrative, the shifting choreography 
of discourse to space in the wake of the camera. The camera has 
an * autonomy * - dancing high-angle circles round a table-top, for 
instance - but that autonomy is given in its history: its history in 
the sequence, where it slips from classical subordination of move-

85. Opcit, p98. 



io8 ment to character into a rediscovery of the space of the initial 
subordination through new variations of movement along its path; 
its history in cinema, Wollen's discourse involving reflection on film 
space and spaces; its history in this film, which plays systematically 
across its sections on movement and fixity, scene and space and 
distance. The autonomy, moreover, is at every moment taken up 
elsewhere, divided in its articulations within the political action 
of the film which is itself, exactly, a series of actions, of histories -
the women's struggle, Penthesilea, the Amazons, Kleist and psycho-
analysis, functions of myth and questions posed to ' feminine' 
myths, to images and to cinema and to this film with respect to 
those myths - , that includes the action and the history of the 
camera spacing as a critical term in its reflection — finding the 
cards, for example, and indicating the problems of voice and image 
and movement and their material force: what is a film that speaks, 
speaks politically? how is the point to be arrived at from which 
such a question can be formulated in film? Hence, indeed, the 
importance of the final section of Penthesilea with its four screens 
on screen, the film remembered in their separation and relation and 
working over, the film repeated differently again in this critical 
inflection of its present struggle: this woman who now faces the 
camera with the problem of speech, these images, these words and 
sounds, this film in the intervals of struggle, with the narrative 
space of the film extended plurally to a movement of spaces and 
the contradictions of their intersection. Penthesilea, finally, marks 
a recognition, and across the unity of the conventional opposition 
in film, that to fight for a revolutionary content is also to fight 
for a revolution of form but that - in a dialectic which defines 
the work of a specific signifying practice - the content ceaselessly 
' goes beyond' (Marx's insistence at the start of The Eighteenth 
Brumaire) and that a political struggle is to be carried through in 
the articulations of ' f o r m ' and ' content' at every point of that 
process. 

Which is where it becomes possible to say that the narrative 
space of film is today not simply a theoretical and practical 
actuality but is a crucial and political avant-garde problem in a 
way which offers perspectives on the existing terms of that 
actuality. Deconstruction is quickly the impasse of formal device, 
an aesthetics of transgression when the need is an activity of 
transformation, and a politically consequent materialism in film 
is not to be expressed as veering contact past internal content in 
order to proceed with ' film as film 'S6 but rather as a work on the 

86. 'The structural/materialist film must minimise the content in its 
over-powering, imagistically seductive sense, in an attempt to get 
through this miasmic area of " experience " and proceed with film 
as film. Devices such as loops or seeming loops, as well as a whole 
series of technical possibilities, can, carefully constructed to operate 
in the correct manner, serve to veer the point of contact with the 



constructions and relations of meaning and subject in a specific 109 
signifying practice in a given socio-historical situation, a work 
that is then much less on ' codes ' than on the operations of 
narrativisation. At its most effectively critical, moreover, that work 
may well bear little resemblance to what in the given situation is 
officially acknowledged and defined as ' avant-garde in particular, 
and in the context of the whole account offered here of film and 
space, it may well involve an action at the limits of narrative 
within the narrative film, at the limits of its fictions of unity. 

This, to take an example chosen since Japanese films are often 
used as a contrasting frame of reference in the formal decon-
struction arguments, is the radical importance of several of the 
films of Oshima Nagisa. The intensity of Oshima's work lies in a 
' going beyond ' of content that constantly breaks available articu-
lations of ' form ' and ' content' and poses the film in the hollow 
of those breaks. The films have an immediate presence of narrative 
articulation but that presence in each case presents the absence of 
another film the discourse of which, punctuating this film and its 
space, finds its determinations, its contradictions, its negativity. 
Split in the narrativisation, the films are thus out of true with -
out of ' the truth ' of - any single address: the subject divided in 
complexes of representation and their contradictory relations. 

In Death by Hanging, the prisoner refuses to die and the hang-
ing fails: R the Korean (Yun Yun-do), R worker, as the court verdict 
begins, cannot be hanged again until he is ' conscious ' himself ' , 
fully identical with ' the real R ' (' he must realise his guilt is being 
justly punished '); the officials busy themselves in efforts to restore 
R, their R, the legal R, and the film builds its immediate narrative 
round those efforts, organised into sections announced by written 
titles, stages in the problem of R's identity and identification. At 
one point, the action leaves the carefully and theatrically structured 
confines of the execution-chamber and moves outside, still in the 
interests of the memory of R that must be reawakened in R; the 
sequence finds shanty town, river bank, station, alley-way, bridge, 
ice-cream parlour, and school, where the Education Officer 
(Watanabe Fumio) becomes carried away in his demonstration of 
the murder of the woman on the roof. One or two remarks must 
suffice to suggest the difficult space of this sequence. 

The first is general: throughout the sequence R is accompanied 
by a voice, that of the Education Officer who recounts and enacts 
R's story, where he should be in the space in frame, specifying its 
place; the Education Officer's voice is literally ' all over the 

film past internal content. The content thus serves as a function 
upon which, time and time again, a film-maker works to bring forth 
the filmic event.' Peter Gidal: ' Theory and Definition of Structural 
Materialist Film', Studio International, November-December 1975, 
p 189; reprinted in Structural Film Anthology, op cit, p 2. 



n o place * - R sits down by the river, the Education Officer joins him 
to tell what his feelings must have been and must be (since in 
this acting out R has to be made to coincide exactly with the 
repeated story); R telephones at the station, the Education Officer, 
out of frame, calls instructions. Simply, R is never quite there, in 
the place assigned; the events. take place without him and the 
space-place conversion is troubled in that absence; another film is 
possible, but only in the hollow of this film, dialectically in its 
contradiction. R has neither voice nor look: voices are given - that 
of the Education Officer but also that of the Sister figure (Koyama 
Akiko) with a . direct militant account of R's acts - and R can 
come to accept (being R for the sake of all Rs, a certain reality in 
the Sister) and look (into camera, framed in close-up against the 
Japanese-flag motif at the start of the final - acceptance - section); 
something remains over, however, something that Oshima's films 
constantly attempt to articulate as a new content (in Marx's sense 
of a content that goes beyond) in the exploration of the political 
relations of the subject and the subjective relations of the political. 
In that double and simultaneous movement lies a utopianism that 
is equally constant, the utopianism of another space (remember the 
utopianism of the perspective system and its centred subject), a 
radically transformed subjectivity (often formulated by.Oshima in 
terms of the imaginary as in excess of existing definitions of reality 
and struggle which it sees as both necessary and as alienating in 
those definitions - the whole play between R and the Sister figure, 
between the original news story of the Korean, the reactions to the 
story in contemporary. Japan, and Oshima's film). The work of 
Oshima is political and obliquely political, a return of the one on 
the other through questions posed to meanings, images, fictions 
of unity, the questions of subject relations and transformations. 

The second remark is particular: a quotation from within the 
sequence as a kind of coda. R is never quite there, in the place 
assigned. R is seen coming along the river bank followed by the 
compact group of uniformed officials, the Education Officer on a 
bicycle narrating the story, R eventually bringing the group to a 
halt by sitting down (Stills 14, 15) ; the Education Officer sits down 
in his turn by the side of R, the camera having been repositioned 
to hold the two men in left profile in near shot but still facing in 
the direction from which the group arrived, R turns to look back 
over his right shoulder (Still 16); a cat is revealed as the object 
of R's gaze by a straightforward transition answering to the orienta-
tion of space established by that gaze in the previous shot (Still 
17) ; R is now seen from a position behind him and the Education 
Officer, R continuing to look back (Still 18); the cat (Still 19); R 
in close-up seen looking, the camera here positioned to his right 
(Still 20); the cat (Still 2 1 ) ; a long shot from behind the cat which 
shows the group of officials, the Education Officer's bicycle, R 
sitting looking and the Education Officer stretched out beside him 
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1 1 2 in a line across the frame from left to right, with the bridge beyond 
in the background and the cat in the centre foreground (Still 22); 
the shots are linked by cuts and the camera is fixed in every shot. 
The composition is evident, both in frame and in the development 
of the shots together, the last shot reversing the direction and the 
positions in frame - note the group of officials - of the first; in 
three shots, punctuated by the cat shots, the camera moves a half 
circle round R, enacting a little narrative on its own, and of R on 
his own, taken away from the Education Officer, more and more 
distant from the story relayed by his voice until the separation 
of the close-up. What then breaks the R/cat exchange, gives the 
distancing of R one more turn and brings it back against the 
overall space and movement of this sequence within a sequence, 
is the final long shot: the match of look and object is interrupted 
by a shot that catches the cat itself as look in another direction; 
in front of R in frame, with R and along the line of his look, the 
cat gazes off into camera, to something never seen, abruptly absent. 
The place of the camera, moreover, is impossible: object of R's 
gaze, the cat is seen against a little ' wa l l ' of concrete blocks; 
gazing, the cat is seen free in its space, from behind the blocks 
which seem to have vanished. In its composed lines — from cat to 
R, from bicycle wheel to the middle of the bridge - the shot offers 
a perfect perspective, but a perspective that runs short in the 
completion it seeks, the scene opened out - intervalled - in its 
focus of address, a sudden pull to the relations of space, to the 
elements therein, to the places they take, and for whom (as 
Oshima's voice over at the close of the film turns its action to 
the audience - ' and you too, and you too, and you too . . . ' ) . 

From Benson's painting to this cat, glimpsed by R and pulled 
out of his gaze, framed elsewhere. Thus pulled, thus framed, the 
cat says something important that has been the whole insistence 
here: events take place, a place for some one, and the need is to 
pose the question of that ' one" and its narrative terms of film 
space. 

Erratum 
Screen v 1 7 n 1 , p 64 lines 19-2 1 should read ' Pompey, as others 
by lictors, was always preceded by men with sealed envelopes ' 
and neither as given or as miscorrected in Screen v 1 7 n 2, p 7. 
We apologise to Jean-Marie Straub and Daniele Huillet for this 
persistence in error. 


